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F. No. O30I2020-DGTR
Government of India

Ministry of Commerce & Industry
Department of Commerce

Directorate General of Trade Remedies
4th Floor, Jewan Tara Building,5, parliament Street, New Delhi -ll000l

Dated:3ls March 2022

I.INAL FINDING

(Case No. AD (OD 2512020)

subject: Anti-dumping investigations concerning imports of ..Low Density polyethylene
(LDPE)" from Qatar, saudi Arabia, singapore, Tha and, united Arab Emirates and
United States of America.

F. No.6/30/2020-DGTR: - Having regard to the customs Tariff Act, 1975, asamended from
time to time (hereinafter also referred to as'the Act") and the customs Tariff (Identification,
Assessment and collection of Anti-Dumping Duty on Dumped Articles and for Determination
of Injury) Rules 1995, as amended fiom time to time (hereinafter also referred to as ,1he

Rules") thereof.

A. BACKGROI,]ND OF TIIE CASE

The Designated Authority (hereinafter referred to as "Authority") received an application
from chemicals and Pekochemicals Manufacturers Association (cpMA) (hereinafter
referred to as the "applicant') requesting initiation of an anti-dumping investigation
under the Act and the Rules on the imports of "Low Density polyethylene (LDpE),',
(hereinafter referred to as "subject goods" or "product under consideration,,) originating
in or exported from Qatar, Saudi Arabi4 Singapore, Thailand, United Arab Emirates and
united states of America (hereinafter referred to as the "subject countries,). Reliance
Industries Limited (RIL), which is a member of cpMA and a producer of the product
under consideration in India (herein after referred to as "applicant producer"), has
provided the prescribed information in the application.

The Authority, on the basis ofa duly substantiated application filed and suffrcient prima
facie evidence submitted by the applicant, issued a public notice vide Notification No.
6/30/2020-DGTR dated,Z3tr october, 2020, published in the Gazette of Indi4 initiating
the subject investigation in accordance with section 94 of the Act read with Rule 5 of
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the Rules to determine the existence, degree and effect of the alleged dumping of the

subject goods originating in or exported from the subject countries, and to recommend

the amount of anti-tlumping duty, which if levied, would be adequate to lemove the

alleged injury to the domestic industry.

B. PROCEDURE

The procedure described below has been followed with regard to the subject

investigation:

a. The Authority notified the Embassies of the subject countries in India about the

receipt ofthe anti-dumping application before proceeding to initiate the investigation

in accordance with Sub-Rule (5) of Rule 5 supra.

b. The Authority issued a public notice dated 23'd October 2020 published in the

Gazette of India Extraordinary, initiating the anti-dumping investigation conceming

imports ofthe subject goods from the subject countries.

c. The Authority sent a copy of the initiation notification dated 23'd october 2020, to

the Embassies of the subject countries in India, the known producers and exporters

from the subject countries, known importers and users in Indi4 user associations and

other interested parties, as per the details made available by the applicant. The

interested parties were advised to provide relevant information in the form and

manner prescribed and make their submissions known in writing within the

prescribed timeJimit.
d. The Authority also provided a copy ofthe non-confidential version ofthe application

to the known producers/exporters and to the Embassies of the subject countries in

India in accordance with Rule 6(3) ofthe Rules.

e. The Embassies of the subject countries in India were also tequested to advise the

exporters/producers from their country to respond to the questionnaire within the

prescribed time limit. A copy of the letter and questionnaife sent to the

producers/exporters was also sent to the Embassies of the subject countries along

with the details ofthe known producervexporters from the subject countries.

f. The Authority, upon request made by the interested parties, granted extension of

time to the interested parties to file their Questionnaire Responses. vide

communication dated 19ft November 2020, rhe dme was extended up to 27th

December 2020. Further vide communication dated 21s December 2020, the time

was extended up to 10m lalluilIy 2021. Thereafter, vide communication dated 8th

January 2021, the time was extended up to 24s January 2021.

g. The following Govemments made submissions during the course of the

investigation:
i. Ministry of EconomY, UAE
ii. General Authority ofForeigr Trade, Saudi Arabia

h. The Authority sent questionnaires to the following known producers/exporters in the

subject countries in accordance with Rule 6(4) of the Rules:

i. Qatar Petrochemical Company (QAPCO) Q.P.J.S.C, Qatar
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ii. Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (KEMYA), Saudi Arabia
iii. Intemational Polymers Company, Saudi Arabia
iv. Rabigh Refrning & Petrochemical Company (.petro Rabigh.), Saudi Arabia
v. Sadara Chemical Company, Saudi Arabia
vi. Saudi Ethylene and Polyethylene Company (SEpC), Saudi Arabia
vii. Saudi Kayan Petochemical Company, Saudi Arabia
viii. Amiz Exports, Singapore
ix. Asia Pollilm Singapore PTE Limited, Srngapore
x. Euro Pacific Commodities he Limited, Singapore
xi. Nissen Chemical Singapore Pte Limited, Singapore
xii. The Polyolefin Company (S) Fte Limited, Singapore
xiii. PTT Global Chemical Public Company Limited, Thailand
xiv. Thai Polyethylene Company Limited, Thailand
xv. TPI Polene Public Company Limited, Thailand
xvi. Borouge, UAE
xvii. Chewon Philips Chemical, USA
xviii. Dow Inc., USA
xix. Equistar Chemicals LP., USA
xx. Exxon Mobil Corporation, USA
xxi. Farmosa Plastics Corporatiorl USA
xxii. Flint Hills Resources LLC, USA
xxiii. Sasol USA Corporation, USA
xxiv. Westlake Chemical Partners, USA
In response to the above notification, the following producerVexporters and their
related exportervtraders have responded and submitted exporters' questionnaire
responses and/or legal submissions:
i. Qatar Chemical and Petrochemical Marketing and Distribution Company

(Muntajat) Q.P.J. S.C, Qatar
ii. Qatar Petrochemical Company (QAPCO) e.P.J.S.C, earar
iii. Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (KEMYA), Saudi Arabia
iv. Aramco Chemicals Company, Saudi Arabia
v. Abu Dhabi Polymers Company Limited (Borouge) L.L.C, Saudi Arabia
vi. Dow Saudi Arabia Product Marketi.Dg B.V., Saudi Arabia
vii. Sadara Chemical Company, Saudi Arabia
viii. Saudi Basic lndusties Corporation, Saudi Arabia
ix. Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company, Saudi Arabia
x. Borouge Pte Limited, Singapore
xi. Dow Chemical Pacific (Singapore) Private Limited, Singapore
xii. Marubeni ASEAN Pte Limited, Singapore
xiii. SABIC Asia Pacific Pte Limited, Singapore
xiv. Sumitomo Chemical Asia Pte Limited, Singapore
xv. GC Marketing Solutions Company Limited, Thailand
xvi. PTT Global Chemical Company Limited, Thailand
xvii. SCG Performance Company Limited, Thailand
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xviii. SCG Plastics Company Limite4 Thailand

xix. Thai Polyethylene Company Limited, Thailand

xx. Abu Dhabi Polymers Company Limited, UAE

xxi. Basell Trading International FZE, UAE

xxii. Dow Chemical Intemational Private Limited, UAE

xxiii. Dow Chemical Pacific (Singapore) Private Limited' UAE

xxiv. National Petrochemical Industrialization Marketing company Limited, UAE

xxv. Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical Company, UAE

xxvi. Saudi Ethylene and Polyethylene Company, UAE

xxvii. Equistar Chemicals LP, USA

xxviii. Westlake [nngview Corporation, USA

xxix. Westlake PolYmers LLC, USA

xxx. Renuka Agencies Limited, Hong Kong

xxxi. Tetra Pak Clobal Supply SA, Switzerland

j. The Authority sent questionnaires to the following known importen and users ofthe

subject goods in India calling for necessary information in accordance with Rule

6(4) ofthe Rules.

i. Aculife Healthcare Private Limitedc

ii. Amanta Healthcare Limited

iii. Balmer Lawrie-Van Leer Limited

iv. Cipla Limited
v. Elite Industries

vi. Essel Propack Limited
vii. Huhtamaki PPL Limited

viii. Intemational Packaging Products Private Limited

ix. ITC Limited
x. Jagriti Plastics Limited

xi. Kuloday Technopack Private Limited

xii. KV N Impex Private Limited

xiii. Lila Polymers Private Limited

xiv. Otsuka Pharmaceutical India Private Limited

xv. Overseas Polymers Private Limited

xvi. Polycab India Limited

xvii. P P Products Private Limited

xviii. Tetra Pak India Private Limited

xix. The Supreme Industries Limited

xx. Sterlite Power Transmission Limited

xxi. Sumati Plastic Private Limited

xxii. Uflex Limited
xxiii. Uma Polymers Limited

xxiv. Universal Cables Limited

k. In response to the above notification, the following importers or users have

responded and submitted importer/user questionnaire responses^egal submissions

and./or registered as interested parties:
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i. Paharpur 3P Private Limited
ii. Tetra Pak India Private Limited
iii. SABIC Research & Technology private Limited
iv. Uflex Limited
v. Ultimate Flexipack Limited

l. The Authority sent a copy ofthe initiation notification dated 23'd october 2020 to
the following known Associations ofthe subject goods in lndia:
i. All India Federation of Plastics Industries
ii. All India Plastic Industries Association
iii. All India Plastic Manufacturers, Association
iv. Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM)
v. Chemicals & Petrochemicals Manufacturers Association
vi. Confederation of Indian Industry (CIf)
vii. Federation of lndian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FICCD
viii. The Southem India Mill's Association (SIMA)

m. The following associations have made legal submissions during the course of the
investigations.

i. Telangana And Andhra Plastics Manufacturers Association
ii. All India Plastics Manufacturers, Association
iii. Organization ofPlastics Processors of India

n. In accordance with Rule 6(6) of the Rules, the Authority provided an opportunity to
the interested parties to present their views orally in a public hearing held through
video conferencing on l9ftMay 2021. The parties, which presented their views in
the oral hearing, were requested to file written submissions of the views expressed
orally, followed by rejoinder submissions, if any. The parties shared their non-
confidential submissions with other interested parties and were advised to offer their
rebuttals.

o. In accordance with the provisions of Rule 17(l)(a), the Central Govemment
extended the time period for extension of investigation by two months, till 3lst
January, 2022. I-ater, the Central Govemment extended the time period for
completing the investigation by another two months i.e. till 3ls Marcb, 2022.

p. A list of all interested parties was uploaded on DGTR's website along with the
request therein to all of them to email the non-confidential version of their
submissions to all other interested parties since the public file was not accessible
physically due to the ongoing global pandemic.

q' The period of investigation (PoI) for the purpose of the present investigation is lsr
April 2019 - 30ft June 2020 (15 months). The injury examination period has been
considered as the period from 1$ April 2016- 3I.tMarch 2017, Ist April 2017 - 3l"
March 2018, 1$ April 2018 - 3l$ March 2019, and the period of investigation.

r' The Authority obtained transaction-wise import data from the Directorate General
of commercial Intelligence and Statistics (DGCI&S) for the subject goods for the
injury period, including the period of investigation, and analysed the data after due
examination of the transactions.
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s. Further information was sought from the applicant to the extent deemed necessary.

Verification of the data provided by the domestic industry was conducted to the

extent considered necessary for the purpose of the present investigation'

t. The non-injurious price (hereinafter referred to as "NIP") has been determined based

on the optimum cost ofproduction and cost to make & sell the subject goods in India

as per the information fumished by the domestic industry and in accordance with

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and Annexure III to the Rules.

Such non-injurious price has been considered to ascertain whether an anti-dumping

duty lower than the dumping margin would be sufficient to remove injury to the

domestic industrY.

u. The submissions made by the intereSed parties, alguments raised, and information

provided by various interested parties during the course of the investigation, to the

extent the same are supported with evidence and considered relevant to the present

investigation, have been considered in this final finding.

v. The information provided by the interested parties on confidential basis was

examined with regard ro sufficiency of the confidentidity claims. On being satisfied,

the Authority has accepted the confidentiality claims, wherever warranted, and such

information has been considered as confidential and not disclosed to the other

interested parties. Wherever possible, parties providing information on confidential

basis were directed to provide sufficient non-confidential version ofthe information

filed on confidential basis.

w. A disclosure statement containing the essential facts in this investigation which

would form the basis of the final findings was issued to the interested parties on

l7 .ol .2022 and the interested parties were allowed time up ta 24 .01 .2022 to

comment on the same. The comments on disclosure statement received from the

interested parties have been considered, to the extent found relevant, in this final

finding notification.
x. Wherever an interested party has refused access to, or has otherwise not provided

necessary information during the course of investigation, or has signifrcantly

impeded the investigation, the Authority considered such interested parties as non-

cooperative and recorded the viewVobservations on the basis of the facts available'

y. .***' in these findings represents information fumished by an interested pafty on

confidential basis and so considered by the Authority under the Rules'

z. The exchange rate adopted by the Authority for the subject investigation is US $l:
Rs. 72.69.

C. PRODUCT UNDER CONSIDERATION AI\ID LIKE ARTICLE

At the stage of initiation, the product under consideration (hereinafter also referred to as

"PUC") was defined as-

"j. The product under consideration is "Low Density Polyetl,ylene (LDPE)" or

"high pressure polyethylene", excluding (a) compounded LDPE, and (b) LDPE

hoving density greater than 0.925 Gt l/cubic CM (hereinafter also referred to as
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"subject goods" or "product under consideration,). It is, however, clariJied that
base LDPE imported for the purpose of compounding in India is covered within
the scope ofproduct under consideration.

4. Polyethylene is a thermoplastic made by polymerisation of monomer ethylene.
LDPE is a type ofpolyetlylene, having a density range of 0.910-0.9j5 grams per
cubic centimeter and is often referred to as the ,,branched,, polyettrylene. Its
molecular structure is characterized by the presence of many asymmetrical
branches (some relatively long) on the chain ofcarbon atoms

5. LDPE is produced wing high-pressure reactirs, either through tubular or
stirred autoclaves. In a typical high-pressure process, etlylene feed is mixed with
a puritied reqtcle stream. Initiator and chain transfer agents are added ro the
mixture, which is then compressed to approximately i00 bars. The feed is then
further compressed to the polymerization pressure in a hyper-compressor (2,000
to 3'000 bars) and fed to the reaction section. At the outlet, unreacted ethylene is
removed and recycled. Polyethylene is then fed to an extruder and the product is
pe lle t ized for s hipment.

6. It is used in applicatiorc requiring clarity, inertness, processing ease,
sealability, moisture barriers, and good electrical properties. It is also used for
producing trash bags, carrier bags, heavy duty bags, agricultural films, automatic
paclraging Jilms and bags for food and sanitary articles, frozen food packaging,
shrink and stretch hood/ilm, surfoce protection/ilm, laminationJilm, bubble wrap,
adhesive tape backingfilms, foam for manufactwe of mattresses etc

7. The product under consideration is classified under chapter 39 of the customs
Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) under the custom heading 3901. The customs
classi/ication is only indicative and is not binding on the scope of the product under
consideration. "

C.1. Submissions bv the other terested

The following submissions have been made by the exporter/ producer/ other interested
parties with regard to the product under consideration and like articles:
a. The product under consideration was redefined vide letter dated l7d september

2020 to include grades not produced by the petitioner. However, the value and
volume of imports were not revised post modification in the scope of the product
under consideration.

b. The product under consideration includes those items which are not manufactured
by the domestic industy. RIL does not produce all the filrn autoclave grades
manufactured by Muntajat. For instance, it does not produce a grade similar to
FB3003' which has no additives, has a lower melt index and is used in wide width
film for agriculhue use and shrink hoods as well as seamless multilayer tubes for
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cosmeticpackaclnc.GradesproducedbyRILareusedmainlyinshrinkfilm
applications.

c. Since grade EC4062AA of Westlake has been developed specifically for one Tetra

Pak, It is a customised grade having distinct properties, usage and price and it does

not compete with the goods produced by the domestic industry or otler exporters.

d. Extrusion coating grade 1070LA17 manufactued by the domestic industry is not

comparable and substitutable with EC4062AA. EC4062AA is used to manufacture

6-layer packaging material consisting of paperboard, aluminium foil and polymer

which is used in packaging liquid food products and do not require cold chain.

while EC4062AA has melt flow index of 8.5 g/10 min and density of 91 8-920

glm3,\070LA|ThasmeltflowindexofT.0gll0minanddensityof9lTg/m3.Due
to this difference, use of 107oLAl7 would reduce the speed of production, cause

edge instability, cause problems with high temperature and impact the food safety.

EC4062AA is different from other grades in terms of good adhesion properties,

ability to run at high-speed lines, ability to melt rapidly and adhere the paper board

together, suitable rheological properties for extrusion coating and lamination.

e. The Authority has excluded products not manufactued by the domestic industry in

various investigations such as those conceming imports ofHot rolled flat products,

coatedpaper,hightenacitypolyesteryarrr,straightlengthbars'nylonfilamentyam,
gypsum plaster board and PVC suspension grade resin'

f. In oxo Alcohols lndustries' Association V. Designated Authority, CESTAT held

that imports of a product not manufactured by domestic industry cannot cause

injury to it and such product should be excluded from the scope of the product

under consideration.

Extrusion coating grade PRC L705, produced by Peto Rabigh is not comparable

and substitutable with l070LAl7 and is a customized grade having distinct

properties and usage. It is used to manufacture food packaging bags and paperware

and should be excluded from the scope of the product under consideration. PRC

L705 has higher tensile stength, tear strength, bending resistance, punching

resistance, hear seal shength and melt temperature than 1070LA17. It is also

adequate for use in heavy industrial applications. while PRC L705 has melt flow

index of 8.5 g/10 min and density of 0 .919 glcm3, 1070LA17 has melt flow index

of7.0g/lOminanddensityof0.917glcm3.Duetothisdifference,PRCLT05is
used in extrusion coating machines with speed below 300m/min'

Filing of product catalogue does not demonstrate that the applicant has produced

and sold the product.

The applicant has considered certain transactions of compounded LDPE within

scope of the subject imports, which casts a doubt on the veracity of the data

provided.

It must be explained how the transaction-wise data has been sorted based on the

use of the product.

c.

h

1.

J

C.2. Subm sbvthe domestic industrr
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6 The submissions made by the domestic industry with regard to the product under
consideration and like article are as follows:
a. The product under consideration is low density polyethylene or high-pressure

polyethylene excluding compounded LDpE and LDpE having density greater than
0.925 GlWcubic cm. The scope includes base LDpE imported for the purpose of
compounding in India.

b. The interested parties have contended that the petition was not updated post
modification of the scope of the product under consideration. However, the revised
product scope was a simplified version ofthe product scope given in the petition.

c. FB3003 manufactured by Muntajat should not be excluded from the scope ofproduct
under consideration as the applicant has produced comp xable grade,22FA002. Both
the grades are used for heavy duty film applications and the users are using them
interchangeably. The comparability of the product is determined based on usage.
Further, the grades produced by the applicant are comparable to the imported goods
in terms of melt flow index and dersity to FB3003. A list of same customers which
are using FB3003 and22E A002 interchangeably has been provided by the applicant.

d. connary to the claims ofthe interested parties, EC4062AA should not be excluded
from the scope ofthe product under consideration as there is only a minor difference
between E04062AA and l070LA1z produced by the applicant. Tetra pak is
importing EC4062AA as its global procurement is managed and controlled from its
headquarters in Switzerland and not due to rmavailability of domestic altemates. The
applicant has sold l070LAl7 to numerous users who have used it for the same
purpose, which is, paperboard coathg and aluminium foil. The applicant have
fumished invoices of sale of 1070LA17 to customerc which use the said grade for
the same purpose as that ofuse of EC4062AA by Tetra pak.

e. Conhary to the submissions of the interested parties, the melt flow index of
1070LA17 is 8.5 g/10 min. PRC L705 produced by peho Rabigh should not be
excluded from the scope of the product under consideration as it is comparable to
l070LAl7 produced by the applicant. Both are meant for extrusion coating
applications and used by the same users interchangeably.

f. The applicant has filed invoices of sales of the Grade l070LAl7 manufactured by
it.

g. The inclusion of compounded LDPE within the scope of imports, as highlighted by
the interested parties, was an inadvertent enor. The impact of such inclusions is
negligible. conection of data shows that price of imports was lower than claimed .

h. The import segregation methodology has been given in the petition. For transactions
where product was not specified in the description, product rmder consideration has
been identified based on use. For instance, for transactions where description was
not clear and the transactions mentioned the word "lab purpose" were excluded from
the scope of the product under consideration as the same pertain to medical grade
LDPE.

9
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7 The product under consideration is Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) or high-presswe

polyethylene, excluding compounded LDPE, and LDPE having density greater than

0.g25 GlWcubic cM. Base LDPE imported for the purpose of compounding in India is

covered within the scope of the product under consideration. LDPE is a type of

polyethylene, having a density range of 0.910-0.935 glams pel cubic centimeter and is

referred to as the branched polyethylene.

The product under consideration is classified under chapter 39 ofthe customs TariffAct,

l97i (51 of 1975) under the custom heading 3901. The customs classification is only

indicative and is not binding on the scope ofthe product under consideration.

Some of the interested parties have ctaimed that the product under consideration was

redefined to include gtades not produced by the applicant. The Authority notes that the

scope of the product under consideration has remained the same throughout the

investigation. Following pre-initiation discussions, the applicant has redefined the

language of the product exclusion to make it simpler and easy to understand. However,

there was no enlargement in ttre scope of the product under consideration'

10. Some of the interested parties have claimed that the Grade EO4062AA produced by

westlake Longview corporation and westlake Polymers LLC are completely different

from the Indian products and should be excluded from the scope of the product under

consideration. Further, they have submitted that PRC L705 manufactured by Petro

Rabigh should be excluded from the scope of the product under consideration. The

Authority notes that there is only a slighr difference hightighted by the interested parties

in terms of melt flow index and density between the grade l070LAl7 produced by the

domestic industry and EC4062AA exported by the interested parties. However, the two

grades are used for the same pulposes, that is, paperboard sssling and aluminium foil.

This is evident from the product catalogues of the exporters and the domestic industry.

The applicant has fumished data on record relafing to sale of grade 1070LA17 to users

in India which are using the product for the same purpose. Merely because a user chooses

to import the product from a particular supplier does not imply that the product supplied

by the domestic industry is not like article to the imported product. A product type can

be excluded from the scope only ifthe domestic industry is not producing and selling like

article. Thus, the same cannot be excluded ftom the scope of the product under

consideration. Similarty, grade PRC L705 and l070LAl7 are comparable as both are

used interchangeably by users in extrusion coating applications'

Some of the interested parties have claimed that grade FB3003 manufactured by Muntajat

should be excluded from the product under consideration. However, the Authority notes

that the domestic industry has provided evidence of production and sale of 22F A002

which is a comparable grade of FB3003. Both the grades have similar melt flow index

and density and are used in application related to heavy duty films. Accordingly, the same
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12.

13' As regards tle concems regarding appropriateness of segregation of transaction-wise
data, the Authority had called for data from DGCI&S . The Authority has considered such
data, after due segregation to exclude transactions not relating to the product under
consideration. The present Final finding is based on the data called from DGCI&S and
analysed. by the Authority as well as discussions held with the domestic industry with
regards to import segregation methodology adopted by them.

D. SCOPE OT'TI{E DOMESTIC INDUSTRY & STAIIDING

D.l. Submissions bv the other interested

14. The following submissions have been made by the exporter/ producer/ other interested
parties with regard to the scope of the domestic industry and standing:
a. The applicant does not constitute domestic industry as it has imported significant

quantities of the product under consideration, and has not shown existence of
exceptional circumstances as required as per the Manual of operating practices.

b. The Authority must examine the purpose of imports by rhe domestic industry,
regularity of such imports, whether the impons were made to supplement the
product range and whether such imports were made to do some R&D.

c. The imported goods by the applicanl in the range of imports (0-10%o) in relation to
total imports is wide and 10olo imports cannot be considered negligible.

d. Temporary shutdown of one of the plants is not a varid reason for importing
substantial quantity of goods. The pefitioner holds 75vo market share, has three
plants for production of the subject goods, as such imports cannot be for testing /
sample purposes and the applicant has benefitted from low-priced imports.

e. GPMA has not submitted the documents prescribed for applicant association,
including the copy of the minutes of the meeting in which it was resolved that such
an application would be filed and list of members who supported, opposed or
remained neutral. Therefore, it is unclear if CPMA has the locus to file the petition.

cannot be excluded from the scope of the product under consideration. As per the
information on record, the users are using grade F83003 and 22FA002 interchangeably.

ln view of the foregoing, the Authority concludes that the product produced by the
domestic industry is like article to product under consideration imported from the subject
co,ntries. The product produced by the domestic industry is comparable to the goods
imported from the subject courtries in terms of physical & chemical characteristics,
manufacturing process & technology, fi.rnctions and uses, product specifications, pricing,
dishibution & marketing, and tariff classification of the goods. The two are technically
and commercially substitutable. The consumers have used and are using the two
interchangeably.

D.2. Submissions bv the domestic industrr
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15. The domestic industry has made the following submissions with regard to the scope of

domestic industry and standing:

a. The Application has been filed by chemicals and Petlochemicals Manufacturers

Association and the data has been provided by Reliance Industries Limited which is

the sole producer of the subject goods in India'

b. Regartling the contention that standing is not clear as GPMA has not provided its

documents, it was submitted that RIL is the sole producer of the subject goods and

even if other members of the association oppose the petition, it still satisfied the

requirement of Rule 5(3)'

c. The applicant has imported the subject goods from a subject country to cater to the

demand of its customers during the period when the domestic plant was shut down.

The imports were less than 1%o as compared to total imports, demand in India as well

as production and sales of RIL.

d. The order for the imported goods was placed prior to the period of investigation but

they were shipped later by the exporter and were received by the applicant producer

during the period of investigation.

e. The applicant is not related to any exporters in the subject countries or importers of

the subject goods in India.

D.3. Examination bv the Authoritv

16. Rule 2(b) of the Anti-Dumping Rules defines domestic industry as under:

" (b) " domestic industty" means the domestic producers as a whole engaged in the

manufacture of the like article and any hctivity connected therewith or those whose

collective output of the said article constitutes a major proportion of the total

domestic production or that article except when such producers are related to the

exporters or importers of the alteged dumped atticle or are themselves importers

thereof in such case the term 'domestic industry' mty be construed as referring to

the rest of the producers " .

17. The application has been filed by chemicals and Pehochemicals Manufacturers

Association (CPMA) and the data has been provided by Reliance Industries Limited

(RIL) which is the sole producer of the subject goods in India. RIL has also sought

imposition of antidumping duty. RIL has certified that it is not related to any exporter or

producer of PUC in the subject countries or any importer of the product under

consideration il India.

18. Reliance tndustries Limited has imported the subject goods from Qatar at the time of

temporary shutdown of its production. The volume of such imports is negligible in

relation to the subject imports, demand in India, and is production and consumption as

is evident from the table below. RIL has provided evidence that the order for these

imports was placed prior to the period of investigation, but the material was received in
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19.

the period ofinvestigation. The fact has been verified by the Authority from the invoices
and bills of entry placed on record by the domestic industry.

The Authority notes that the imports by RIL are negligible in volume and were made
during the period when its plant was shut down. In view of the same, the Aurhority finds
it appropriate to consider that RIL is eligible fo constitute domestic industry.

In view of the above, and after due examinatioq the Authority holds that the RIL
("applicant producer') constitutes domestic industry under Rule 2(b) of the Rules and
considers that the application satisfied the criteria of sanding in terms of Rule 5(3) ofthe
Rules.

E, CONFIDENTIALITY

E.1. Submissions by the other interested parties

20. The following submissions have been made by the other interested parties with regards
to confidentiality:

a. The applicant has claimed excessive confidentiality as all the injury data in the
petition is indexed.

b. Excessive confidentiality has been claimed by the applicant as no information has
been disclosed in Section VI ofthe non-confidential version.

c' Even though the domestic industry disclosed productior; capacity utilization and
sales in the earlier investigations, it has claimed confidentiality in the present
investigation.

d' The applicant has not followed rrade Notice lo/2olg,has not shown good cause
for excessive confidentiality and should be directed to fumish a revised petition.
The non-injurious price has been provided in the range of +/-3000%, Imports made
by the domestic industry has been provided in the range of +1-1gyo. purchase
quantity and value of product rmder consideration, average industry norms for
capactty utilisation, productivity per day, inventory, retum on investment, R&D
expenses, fi.rnds raised, export price per unit and sales realisation for SSI units have
not been provided.

Particulars Quantiry (MT) Imports in
relation to (%)

Imports in
relation to (%

Range)
Imports made by RIL
Subject imports <l%o
Demand in lndia <1Yo
Production of RIL <lo/o
Domestic sales of RIL <lYo
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e. The applicant has claimed excessive confidentiality with regard to imports made

by it, import volumes compared to demand and production, production capacity in

Indi4demand.supplygap,excessimports,costofethylene,landedpriceofimports
compared to cost of inpu! production of the domestic industry' market share'

inventoryholdingdays,costofproduction,sellingprice,profitorloss'talget
refurLpriceundercutting,injurymargirldatesofplantshutdown,datesofdispatch
ofimportconsignmentsanddataofRll-.Nonon.confidentialsummarieswere
provided.

f. since utilities consumption, cost of production, Iaw material and packing material

consumption are required to be provided for over a period, trend thereof should

have been provided.

c. Justification table indicating reasons for confidentiality axe not as per the format

prescribed by the AuthoritY.

h. In accordance with the decision of the Tribunal in the case of Exotic D6cor Prt.

Ltd. and ors. v. Designated Authority, transaction-wise import data relied upon by

petitioner should be provided in a form and manner as was taken on record by the

Authority, so that exporters can offer meaningful comments'

i. The confrdentiality claims made by ADPCL have already been examined by the

Authority and no deficiencies have been raised by the Authority in this regard.

E.2. Submissions by the domestic industry

21. The following submissions have been made by the domestic industry with regards to

confidentialitY:

a. The applicant has fi.rlfrlled its obligation under Trade Notice 07/2018 by providing

PDF format of import data. No prejudice has been caused to the interested parties

on not obtaining such data from the Authority as the Authority authorizes all the

interested parties for obtaining such data ftom DGCI&S'

b. The applicant has not claimed excessive confidentiality as trends of export price

has been provided. The applicant has not purchased the product under

consideration and the range of imports has been provided'

c. The R&D expenses and funds raised are not identifiable separately for the product

under consideration and reference has been given to the financial statements which

are Public documents.

d. Disclosure of non-injurious price would allow the customers to benchmark their

prices from the domestic industry. The same has been disclosed in a broader lange.

e. The information for which disclosure has been sought by the interested parties are

confidential in nature and cannot be disclosed. The interested parties have

themselves not followed the guidelines given in Trade Notice I 0/20 1 8 '

f. The information in Section vI relates to business proprietary information and

cannotbedisclosed.Whiletheinterestedpartieshavecontendedthatsuch
information has not been shared, they have themselves have not provided their own

sales process.
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g. contrary to the claims ofthe interested parties, the justification table for reasons of
confidentiality provided by the applicant is as per the format prescribed by the
Authority.

h. contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the applicant has craimed
confidentiality in line with rrade Notice l0/201g and the Authority has duly
verified its claims.

i. Since the applicant is not aware of average industry norms for capacity utilisation,
productivity per day, inventory and retum on investnent, the same could not be
provided.

j' As regards the contention that the domestic industry disclosed production, capacity
utilization and sales in earlier investigation, it was submitted that there was no
earlier investigation for the product under consideration and these parameters have
been disclosed as per the requirement of the Trade Notice l0/201g.

k. Regarding the contention that utilities consumptioq cost of production, raw
material and packing material consumption should be provided as a trend, it was
submitted that the interested parties have themselves not disclosed such
information.

I' The other interested parties have claimed excessive confidentiality. The exporters
have not disclosed whether they purchased any raw material from related parties.

m. Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical company has claimed its annual report and the
fact that it procures ethane and butane from Saudi Aramco confidential in the
present investigatioq while it has disclosed the same in the anti-dumping
investigation on imports of MEG.

n. while Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical company has disclosed that it supplied
LDPE to Aramco Chemical Company, Aramco Chemical Company claimed the
entity from which it purchased LDPE confidential.

o. SABIC has claimed only Saudi Kayan petrochemical Company, SABIC Asia
Pacific Pte Limited and Al-Jubail Petrochemical as related parties in LDpE. In anti-
dumping investigation on imports of MEG, it has claimed Arabian petrochemical

Company, Jubail United Penochemical Company yanbu National petrochemical

Company and Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical Company, in addition to the ones named
in LDPE as related parties.

p. while Saudi Kayan Petrochemical company has disclosed the names of principal
shareholders, it has claimed percentage of holding confidential in LDpE. In the
anti-dumping investigation on imports of MEG, it has claimed the percentage of
holding confidential while disclosing the names of the shareholders.

q. While Saudi Kayan Penochemical Company has named 7 related producers in
MEG investigation, it has named only 3 in the LDpE investigation.

r. Al-Jubail Petochemical company has not disclosed that it is related to SABIC.
While it has not disclosed whether it has captively produced raw material, its
related entities have disclosed the same in MEG investigation. Raw material for
MEG being the same, the company forming part of the same group have claimed
confi dentiality arbitrarily.
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while Saudi Kayan Perochemical company and Al-Jubail Petrochemical

company have disclosed thar they sold to sABIC Asia Pacific Pte Limited, sABlc

Asia Pacific Pte Limited has claimed the information on producers confidential.

The other interested parties were under an obligation to disclose all the relevant

facts. The Supreme court in Haldor Topsoe held that even if the burden ofproof

lies on a party, the court may draw an adverse inference ifthe other party withholds

important documents in its possession.

while a lot of facts have been disclosed in the MEG investigatiorl they have not

been disclosed in the present investigation'

E.3. Examination bY the AuthoritY

22. The Authority made available non-confidential version of the information provided by

various interested parties to all interesed parties for inspection as per Rule 6(7) of the

Rules.

23. With regard to confidentiality of information, Rule 7 of the Rules provides as follows:

"Confidential infonnation: (t) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rules

(2), (3) and (7)of rule 6, sub-rule(2) of rule 12,sub-rule(4) of rule l5 and sub-rule

(4) of rule 17, the copies of applications received under sub-rule (l) of rule 5, or

any other information provided to the designated authority on a conJidenlial basis

by any party in the course of iwestigation, shall, upon the designated authority

being satisfied as to its confidentiality, be treated as such by it and no such

information shall be disclosed to any other party without specific authorization of

the party providing such information

(2) The designated authority may require the parties providing information on

confidential basis to furnish non-confidential summary thereof and if, in the

opinion ofa party providing such information, such information is not susceptible

of summary, such party may submit to the designated authority a statement of

reasons why summarization is not possible.

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (2), if the designated authority

is satisfied that the request for conlidentiality is not warranted or the supplier of
the information is either uruilling to ntake the information public or to authorise

its disclosure in a generalized or sumtnary form, it muy disregard such

information. "

24. The Authority examined the confidentiality claims of the interested parties and on being

satisfied allowed the claims on confidentiality. The Authority considers that any

information which is by nature confidential (for example, because its disclosure would

be of significant competitive advantage to a competitor or because its disclosure would

have sigrificant adverse impact upon a pe$on supplying the information or upon a

person whom that person acquired the information.), or which is provided on a

confidential basis by the parties to an investigation shall, upon good cause shown, should

s

t.

u.
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be treated as such by the Authority. such information cannot be disclosed without
specific permission of the party submitting it. Information provided by the interested
parties on confidential basis was examined with regard to sulEciency of the
confidentiality claim. on being satisfied, the Authority has accepted the confidentiality
claims, wherever warranted and such information has been considered confidential and
not disclosed to other interested parties. wherever possible, parties providing
information on confidential basis were directed to provide sufficient non confidential
version ofthe information filed on conlidential basis.

25. The other interested parties have stated that the domestic indusfy has claimed excessive
confidentiality relating to production, e,apacity utilization, sales, purchase quantity and
value of product under consideration, export price per unit, sales realisation, market
share, inventory holding days, cost of production, selling price, profit or loss, target
returrL price undercutting, injury margirl dates of plant shutdown, dates of dispatch of
import consignments and data of RIL. The Authority notes that the information referred
to by the interested parties is confidential information and the disclosure of such
information would adversely impact the domestic industry. Further, it is noted that the
domestic industry has provided trends of export price in their petition.

26. with regards the R&D expenses and firnds raised, the Authority notes the submission of
the domestic industry that such information is not product specific and can easily be
accessed from the financial statements of the petitioning domestic producer. It has also
been contended that the domestic industry has not shared the average industry norms for
productivity, capaclty utilization, inventory and retum on investrnent. However, the
domestic industry has submitted that it is not aware of such norms and hence the same
have not been shared.

27. It has been contended that the domestic industry has shared the non-injurious price in a
very broad range. The Authority notes that the domestic industry had submitted its non-
injurious price and had disclosed the same in a broader range due to the sensitivity ofthe
information as disclosure ofthe same would lead to the customers to demand lower prices
from the domestic industry. However, the Authority has now determined the non-
injurious price for the domestic industry upon verification of all information in
consonance with Annexure III ofthe Rules.

28. with regards the claims of excessive confidentiality relating to imports made by the
domestic industry, import volumes compared to demand and production, production
capacity in India, demand-supply gap, excess imports, cost of ethylene and landed price
of imports compared to cost of input, the Authority notes that such information is
confidential by nature and disclosure of such information would be prejudicial to the
interests of the domestic industry. with regards the information relating to the imports
made by the domestic industry, the Authority notes that the volume of such imports in
relation to its production has been provided in range in the petition itself.
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29.

30.

with regards to disclosure of DGCI&S data, the Authority notes that Trade Notice

OT lZOlB dated 15t March 2018, prescribes the procedure for collecting DGCI&S data

for the domestic industry as well as other interested parties. The interested parties, thus,

had access to procure DGCI&S tlata by following the procedure prescribed as per the

Trade Notice. The Authority, thus, notes that the procedure now being applied is

consistent, uniform across parties and investigations, equitable and provides adequate

oppornrnity to the interested parties to defend their intelests. Further, the applicant has

piovided a complete list of transaction-wise import data, and a soft copy of the sorted

import data was made accessible to the interested parties based upon

declaration/undertakings as per prescribed formats.

The Authority has considered the claims ofconfidentiality made by the applicant and the

opposing interested parties and on being satisfied about the same, the Authority has

ailowed the claim on confidentiality. Due to Covid 19 pandemic, the Authority directed

all the interested parties to share the non-confidential version of submissions made by

each interested party with other interested parties through e-mail'

F. MISCELLAI\EOUS

F.1. Submissions by the other interested parties

3l. The following miscellaneous submissions have been made by the other interested parties:

a. Despite a period ofone month between the initiation of investigation, and the last

iteration ofdata, the Authority did not instruct the petitioner to file a corrected and

updated Petition.
b. The petitioner first submitted a deficient petition with 12 months of period of

investigation instead of 15 months. The revised petition was filed subsequently on

the request of the interested parties.

c. The Authority did not have the prima facie evidence of dumping or injury for the

15 months period of investigation before initiating the investigation'

d. The Authority should explain the approach for choosing 15 months period of

investigation which covers the period in which there was a national lockdown in

lndia.

e. Injury was claimed on erroneous and outdated data and hence does not constitute

"positive evidence". The claims hold no value in light of updated data'

f. There are major discrepancies in the original petition and the updated information,

including the data for cost of sales, PBIT per unit, total profits before interest and

tax changed, interest/finance charges, retum on investment, cash profits, net fixed

assets and working capital changes for the injury period in the updated petition.

The information provided in the original petition forrned the basis for initiation and

cannot be changed at a later stage.

g. The injury data was updated on at least four occasions, which were not taken into

account in presenting the case of material injury on behalf of the petitioner. Due to

repeated changes made in the data, without providing any consolidated set of
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information and supporting arguments, the arguments in the petition cannot be said
to be made based on adequate, verifiable, and reliable data.
The evidence submiued to DGTR for initiation must be of adequate quality to
constitute suffrcient, adequaG and accurate evidence, as held by the panel in US _
Softwood Lumber and Guatemala - Cement II. However, the Authority has
initiated the investigation based on prima facie evidence.
The initiation is bad in law as some of the relevant economic factors have not been
evaluated. Data on price, costs, investments, employment and stocks are not
provided and analysed in the narrative ofthe petition.
The domestic industry has not demonstrated appropriateness of interim duties. As
per the Manual' provisional duties may be imposed where imports have intensified
since initiation ofthe investigation, causing injury to the industry.
The applicant must clarifli the reason for increase in interest and finance cost in the
updated data' which might have been done deliberatery to show increased injury.

J

k

F.2. bmission the d estic ind

32. The following miscellaneous submissions have been made by the domestic industry, in
response to the contentions of the other interested parties.
a. There is no provision mandating filing of a revised petition post initiation, and

accordingly, the same was not required.
b. Submission frled by Telangana and Andhra Plastics Manufacturers Association

should be rejected as it is not a registered interested party and has filed submission
3 days post the deadline announced by the Authority.

c. Regarding the contention that a delicient petition with 12 months data was filed
instead of l5 months, it was submitted that the investigation was initiated based on
data for the period of investigation April 2019 - March 2020. Thereafter, the
Authority updated the period of investigation to l5 months and the applicant filed
the updated data within the time limit prescribed by the Authority.

d. There is no change in the selling price and retum on investrnent provided prior to
initiation and post initiation. A minor change in cost of sales, profits / loss per unit
and cash profits is due to slight change in interest cost. The Authority can undertake
the verification of the data as deemed necessary.

e. The interested parties have contended that the data of the domestic industry has
changed. However, such changes were not significant. Barring minor change in net
fixed assets and updation of DGCI&S data the data was modified as per the
instructions of the Authority. The Authority duly satisfied itself with the data
provided and asked the domestic industry to change the methodology where it did
not agree.

f. contrary to claims of the interested parties, the Authority needs to examine the
information for the proposed period of investigation before initiation and can
change the period of investigation at the stage of initiation. This has been
consistently done by the Authority in multiple investigations.
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contrary to claims of the interested parties, only prima facie evidence is required

at the stage of initiation as was held by High court in Rajasthan Textile Mills

Association v. Dir. General of Anti-Dumping and by Tribunal in Huawei

Technologies Co. Ltd. V. Desigrated Authority and Automotive Tyre

Manufacturer's Association V. Designated Authority.

34. The interested parties have also contended that the applicant did not file a revised petition

for the period of investigation of 15 months. It is noted that the applicant had filed data

for the updated period of investigation, post initiation of investigation. The non-

confidential version ofthe same was circulated to all other interested parties.

35. The applicant has provided a duly substantiated application based on which the present

investigation was initiated. The investigation was initiated after prime facie satisfaction

regarding existence of dumping, injury and causal link based on the period of

investigation proposed by the applicant. A non-confidential version of the application

was circulated to the other interested parties. The application contained all information

relevant for the purpose ofinitiation ofthe investigation. Further' subsequent to initiation,

firther information has been sought fiom the applicant to the extent deemed necessary

and the same has been provided by the applicant.

36. The interested parties have stated that data of the domestic industry has changed on

multiple occasions. The Authority has examined the changes made. The Authority notes

that on rwo occasions, on 13fr August 2020 and on 23'd Septemb et 2020, the domestic

industry has changed the data pulsuant to queries raised or instructions issued by the

Authority. Further, on 18ft August 2020, the applicant brought the transaction-wise data

released by DGCI&S for the month of March 2020 otrecord and made consequential

changes to the injury parameters as a result ofthe same. Lastly, the domestic industry has

made certain corrections to the intelest cost reported for previous years, while filing data

for the period of investigation post initiation. The interest cost reported by the applicant

has been verified by the Authority in detail. Only such verified interest cost, subject to

necessary modifications, has been considered for the present purposes'

F.3, Examination bv the Authoritv

33 . The interested parties have highlighted that the investigation was initiated with 15 months

as the period of investigation based on an application having a period of investigation of

12 months. The Authority notes that the application was filed by the applicant on 13fi

JI/ly2020,withaperiodofinvestigationofApril20lg-March2020.However,the
investigation was initiated on 23d October 2020. ln accordance with the explanation

introduced to the definition of period of investigation, vide Notification No. 9/2020-

Customs (N.T.) dated 2nd February 2020, the period of investigation cannot be more than

six months old on the date of initiation. Therefore, the Authority included the period up

to June 2020 within the period of investigation, in consonance with the said explanation.
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38.

The interested parties have also contended that there is no justification for imposition of
interim duties. since the Desigrated Authority has not reJommended the imposition of
interim duties, such concems are not required to be addressed at this stage.

G. NORMAL VALUE' ,,.*ORT PRICE AND DETERMINATI.N oF'DUMPING
MARGIN

G.1. SubmNsto bv e other ted oa es

The following submissions have been made by the other interested parties with regard to
the normal value, export price and dumping margin:
a' Normal value cannot be determined based on published prices as the point ofsale

or terms of sale for the price cannot be ascertained, nor whether such sales are in
the ordinary course oftrade.

b. Prices published in trade journals cannot be considered, unless such information
mentioned is based on public documents, as held in the case of Dye Stuff
Manufacturers Association of rndia vs. Govt. of India. The prices in theloumals
are based on assumptions and cannot be considered to correctly reflect the actuar
prices. Though there have been a number of investigations citea by the applicant
in which data from journals has been relied upon, but such practice cannot ovemrte
the CESTAT decision in Dye Stuff Manufacturer, s Association.

c' The normal varue determined for eatar and Saudi Arabia is not appropriate as the
selling price can be disregarded only where volume of sales is low, there is a
particular market situation or there are no sales in ordinary course oftrade as held
in EC-Tube or pipe Fittings.

d. The import price relied upon pertains to all GCC members and not to eatar and
Saudi Arabia. It is not permissibre to establish normal value based on import price
from third country. If out of country data is used for normal value, it needs to be
adjusted to ensure it reflects conditions ofcompetition in the subject co'ntries.e. Adjustrrents made to import price are not based on costs relevant to eatar, for
instance, terminal handling charges have been determined based on port in UAE.f. The normal value determined for USA is not appropriate as the applicant has not
provided the source ofrail car cost claimed as adjustment and normal value does
not take into account several post factory expenses.

g' ICIS report, based on which the petitioner has determined normal value, and the
basis ofadjustment has not been provided. without the evidence supporting normal
value claims, the DGTR could not have examined the accuracy and adequacy of
evidence according to Rule 5(3) ofthe Rules.

h. Normal value is not set at an ex-factory revel but also includes theoretical expenses
to cFR Prices which need to be deducted to deternrine ex-factory price. Theiefore,
there is no fair comparison in detemrination of dumping margin.i. There is no basis for Authority to know whetler delivered prices reported in the
petition are fair as the applicant has not disclosed the platts report or the basis for
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adjustment claimed. There are other post factory gate expenses such as commission

ani credit costs that need to be a justed to calculate ex-factory normal value'

The information provided with regard to normal value, expolt price and dumping

margin does not qualifi as positive evidence as it is not "afftrmative' objective'

verifiable, and credible".

The applicant has not accounted for the factors such as difference in conditions and

terms of sales for imports in the subject countries and exports to India' difference

in volume oftrade and difference in physical and technical characteristics ofLDPE,

and thus, there is no fair comparison between normal value and export price'

The dumping margin should be calculated based on data submitted by the

exporters.

The allegation of a particulm market situation in respect of Saudi Arabia is not

valid as the issue was raised only during the oral hearing and was not considered

by the Authority at the time of initiation'

ThetablearrdHsBCleportpresentedbytheapplicantforethanepricescannotbe
consideredreliableastheapplicarrtdidnotprovidethesourceofdatainthetable
for ethane prices in Saudi Arabia and USA' Further, the prices presented were in

an indexed form. Even if the table contains prices from some tade joumals and

articles, the same cannot be relied upon as held by CESTAT in Dye Stuff

Manufacturers Association of lndia V. Govemment of India'

ThecontentionofthedomesticindustrythatdistortionofpricesinSaudiArabia
has resulted in a particular market situation in GCC as the entire GCC region is a

single customs territory, cannot be accepted'

Since the prices of ethane are lower due to natural advantage enjoyed by the

country, it cannot be considered as a particular market situation' DGTR has rej ected

the similar claims in several investigations against UAE, such as that on imports of

clear float glass and plain gypsum plaster boards'

Afterreformsin2015.16,thepricesofethaneinSaudiArabiaarecomparableto
prices in other oil rich nations. The feedstock prices in middle east and USA are

lo*er drre to oil abundancy and using ethane instead of naphtha for producing

ethylene. The cracker plants in Saudi Arabia are located close to the plants which

leads to reduction in transportation cost'

Even if price of ethane is lower due to govemment regulation' such prices are

applicabie for both domestic and export sales; and thus, the domestic prices allow

u i.op". comparison with export prices. Reliance was placed on the decision in

Australia - A'4 PaPer.

Price of ethylene cannot be substituted for market price as the govemment only

regulates price of ethane and not ethylene, which is merely an intermediate product

mide from ethune. The price of the product which is proved to be distofted due to

particularmarketsituationonlycanbesubstituted,asheldbythePanelinAustralia

- ,A4 paper.

nej"ctio, of actual cost of the exporter due to govemment control is inconsistent

with the wTo Agreement as held by the Panel in EU - Biodiesel (Argentina) and

Ukraile - Ammonium Nitrate.
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u. In the investigation conceming polypropylene from saudi Arabia, the cost of
production was adjusted as domestic price of propane was lower than its export
price' However, it is not the situation in the present case as the govemment of saudi
Arabia regulates domestic prices which are based on intemational market prices
adjusted for certain cost-based and other commercial considerations.

v. Findings in case of Rubber chemicals from china pR, Korea pR and USA, Rubber
chemicals from china PR and PX-r3 tom china pR and Korea Rp dealt with
procurement of raw material from non-market economy and cannot be applicable
to the present case as saudi Arabia is a market economy country and sadara has
not procured feedstock from any non-market economy country.

w. Final frndings of European commission in the case of Biodiesel from Argentina
and Indonesi4 Mixture of Urea and Ammonium Nitrate from Russi4 Trinidad and
Tobago and USA, Ammonium Nitrate from Russi4 seamless pipes of iron or steer
ftom Russia and welded tubes and pipes or iron or non-alloy steel from china pR,
Belarus and Russia have been held as inconsistent with Article 2 of the Anti-
dumping Agreement by the Appellate body in EU-Biodiesel (Argentina), EU _
Biodiesel (lndonesia) and EU - cost Adjustment Methodologies II (Russia)
respectively. Thus, such findings cannot be relied upon in the present case.

x. Intemational feedstock prices cannot be used to substitute cost ofethylene in Saudi
Arabia. The Appellate Body in EU - Biodiesel held that the Authority cannot
simply substitute the cost from outside the country of origin and whatever
information is used, it should ensure that such information is used to arrive at cost
of production in the country of origin. It was flrther held that it is necessary to
consider costs reflected in the records of the producer, provided that the records
reasonably reflect the costs actually incurred.

y. The Authority must reject the domestic industry,s claim to adopt market price of
ethylene since it obtains ethylene from affiliated parties, as such claim lacks factual
foundation.

z. Pice of ethane purchased from affrliated cannot be rejected as ADpCL has
provided detailed information regarding purchase of ethane at arm's length prices
from its affrliated party ADNOC, cost of production of ethylene, the published
prices of elhane and all other relevant information during the verification.

aa. cost ofethylene submitted by ADPCL already includes depreciation cost and thus,
the argument ofthe domestic industry is baseless.

bb. since the prices of raw materials are regulated by the Saudi Arabian Govemment
on a non-discriminatory basis, they cannot be considered as affected by any
affrliation.

cc. The findings of Australian commission in Ammonium Nitrate from Russia are not
applicable to the present case as prices of the subject goods in Saudi Arabia are
decided by market forces and not by the govemment and the price of feedstock is
regulated in non-discriminatory manner, which was not the case in the Australian
case.

dd. The Australian Commission in the investigation conceming zinc coated
(galvanised) steel and aluminium zinc coated steel determined particular market
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situationfortheproductunderconsiderationandnotrawmaterial,andthus,
findings in such case are not applicable.

ee. Normal value cannot be determined based on domestic sales of other producers'

ff. If export prices from Saudi Arabia to third countries are considered for normal

value,whichisoneoftheoptionsunderSectiongA(l)(c),itwouldbeseenthat
there is no dumping. In Ramchandra Keshav Adke v. Govind Joti chavare, it was

held that when a procedure has been provided in statute for doing a certain thing in

a certain marmer, it should be done in that manner alone or not at all'

Ee. The EC in its preliminary findings conceming imports of MEG from Saudi Arabia

had adjusted the cost of propane to remove the discount received by the Saudi

producers aom their affiliate company, saudi Aramco. However, in the disclosure

statement published by the EC, such determinations have been reversed in absence

of evidence establishing distortion of input prices due to purchase from affrliated

parties and the cost ofpropane as reported by the producer were used to determined

dumping margin.

hh. ADPCL has disclosed all relevant information to the Authority and hence,

submission of domestic industry regarding existence of related entity in India,

Borouge (lndia) Private Limited must be disregarded' Borouge (India) Private

Limited is not engaged in import and resale of the PUC'

ii. QAPCO India is not engaged in import and resale of the PUC'

the d itrdG.2. S rssrons

19. The following submissions have been made by the domeSic industry with regard to the

normal value, export price and dumping margin:

a. There is a particular market situation in GCC and particularly in Saudi Arabia

UAE and Qatar leading to suppression of cost of production and prices in the

regionwhichdonotallowpropercomparisontoexportprice.Asevidentfrom
the Report of the working Party on the Accession of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

to the wTo, the domestic prices ofethane and propane have been subject to price

and profit control. These prices continue to be subject to regulation even after

they were increased by Saudi Arabia in 2016.

b. As per Platts reports, the price of ethane is fixed at $ l.75[vlMBtu, according to

the official Saudi Press AgencY.

c. when Saudi Aramco sells ethane and propane domestically at a price below the

corresponding equalization prices, it is entitled to compensation from the

Govemment ofan amount equal to the cost ofthe revenues directly forgone as a

result of Saudi Aramco's compliance with the Kingdom's current pricing

mandates.

d. The interested parties have contended that the prices of ethane and propane are

lower due to regional advantages. However, these prices have not been

determined by free market forces but have been decided by the govemment'
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Contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the prices of ethane and propane
are regulated in Saudi Arabia even now and are lower than prices in North
Arnerica. The price is not deterrnined as per the market forces.
Riyadh Capital, an investment banking company has reported that the regulated
prices are lower than the prices at which Saudi Aramco wourd otherwise have
sold the product. As per armual reports of saudi Aramco, it has received about
ll-l2Vo of revenue as other income, pertaining to compensation arising from
equalization scheme.
In the response filed in the anti-dumping investigation conceming MEG, petro
Rabigh Refrning & Petoochemical Company has entered into ethane and butane
feedstock supply agreement with Saudi Aramco. They have stated that the price
charged by Saudi Aramco is price commonly applied to all industrial p.odr"er.
in Saudi Arabia.
contrary to the submissions ofthe interested parties, the distortion in raw materiar
prices in Saudi Arabia has suppressed the prices in the entire GCC region as there
are no tariff barriers between the counhies constituting GCC. while the
information is publicly available only for Saudi Arabia, the facts for eatar and
UAE are the same. The producers from eatar and UAE must establish that they
procured inputs at intemational prices. GCC constitutes one unified market and
price prevailing in one country influences the price in other countries. GCC
countries undertake trade remedial investigations as a wrified market and cannot
take a dual stand when it comes to investigations against them.
The price in Qatar and UAE is distorted as the supprier of input and producer of
LDPE are govemment-owned entities. Further, the two are related due to
govemment ownership.
Foreign producers use natural gas, for the production of steam, nihogen and
power, which is distorted due to govemment decree in saudi Arabia and supplied
by government owned enterprises in eatar and UAE. cost of production of
ethylene cannot be adopted without eliminating such distortions.
contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the particurar market situation
does not affect the domestic sales price and export price equally. The domestic
prices are derived by cost of input and competiiion between the domestic
producers while the export prices are determined based on competition with other
foreign producers which do not have access to distorted inputs. The prices of
imports from Middle East have moved in tandem with the price of imports from
other subject countries, when seen on a month_wise basis.
Lr Australia - Anti-Dumping Measures on ,44 Copy paper, the panel held that it
is required to be examined whether input price aistortion impacts domestic and
export sales price unequally. In such a situation the costs adopted may be
determined based on undistorted input price, which may be based on out of
country benchmark, provided such benchmark is adjusted appropriately.
Regarding the contention that intemational feedstock pricls carurot be used to
substitute the cost of ethylene in Saudi Arabi4 it was submitted that the
Govemment ofSaudi Arabia compensates Saudi Aramco for revenue forgone due

h.

J

k.
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to the regulated price. The compensation depends upon comparison with the

"quairu,ioo 
price which is deiermined based on export or import parity'

BqJir"ri", price is considered as a benchmark for unregulated price in the

country and reflects the actual sales realization of Saudi Aramco' It does not

amount to out-of-country benchmark' The Authority should call upon Aramco

Chemicals Company to fumish information regarding equalization prices

pJfirrg a*ing the period based on records of the holding company and adverse

iof...n"JrmUJ be drawn if it is unable to do it and higher of import or export

price of ethane and propane may be considered in such a case'
'The 

Govemment of Saudi Arabia has not established the absence of input price

distortion. The documents provitled by the Govemment of Saudi Arabia does not

address the concem raised by the petitioner'

In the MEG investigation, it has also been disclosed that the price at which Saudi

Aramco supplies fuel oil to Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical Company is

govemment regulated.

iaudi Aramco supplies gas to Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical Company at

prices prevailing in Saudi Arabia as established by the Goverffnent'

SaudiAramcohasmadeavailablerevolvingcorpomtefacilitiesforRabigh
Refining & Petrochemical Company' It has leased land to Rabigh Refining &

Petrochemical Company at I Saudi Riyal per squaxe meter per annum' It granted

exclusive rights to use and operate Rabigh Terminal Facilities'

Saudi Aramco and Sumitomo Chemical depute some personnel and technical

support to Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical Company to assist in conducting

business and oPerations.

Raw material, utilities and other inputs provided by Saudi Aramco to Rabigh

Refining & Petrochemical Company are applicable to other companies as well in

Saudi Arabia.

Since the exporters have not put all relevant information on record' it is infeasible

at this stagato correctly assess the cost of production of LDPE' To ensure fair

comparisorr, the cost of production of the subject goods should be adjusted for

market price of ethYlene.

The price ofexports of ethylene from Saudi Arabia and UAE provides the market

price of ethylene. Since there are no exports of ethylene from Qatar' the price of

exports from Saudi Arabia and UAE may be considered for the same'

If the market price of ethylene is not considered' firll cost of ethylene must be

considered including interest and depreciation cost' This is necessary as the

investnent in ethylene cracker is significant as compared to LDPE' The major

value addition is converting ethane into ethylene and not LDPE from ethylene'

In anti-dumping investigation on imports of Polypropylene from Oman' Saudi

Arabia and iingapore, the Authority modified the cost ofproduction in respect of

propane prices in Sautti Arabia due to existence ofa particular market situation'

In anti-dumping investigation on imPorts of rubber chemical PX-13 ftom China

PR, Korea RP and USA, the Authority adjusted the prices of raw material as the

same was distorted due to procurement from non-market economy'

p.

q.

r

s.

t.

u.
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x. The wro members continue to examine the possible existence of input price
distortion even after the wro decision in copy paper .In2o2o,us Doc in anti-
d,mping investigation on import3 of Forged steer Fluid End Blocks from
Gemrany has concluded the existence ofparticular market situation.

y. The European commission has rejected input prices due to distortion in
investigations on imports of biodiesel from Argentina and Indonesia; mixture of
urea and ammonium nitrate tom Russia; seamless pipes and tubes of iron or steel
from Russia and welded tubes and pipes ofiron or non-alloy steel from china pR.
Belarus and Russia.

z' The Australia Anti-Dumping commission rejected the input prices in
investigations on imports of arnmonium nitrate fiom Russi4 zinc coated
(galvanised) steel and aluminiwn zinc coated steel from china pR, Korea Rp and
Taiwan due to market distortions.

aa. As regards the contention that particular market situation camot be used to
discredit the feedstock cost as it reasonably reflects the cost of production and
sales, it was submitted that the applicant has not relied upon the provisions related
to "reasonably reflect the cost of production", but on the provision of particular
market situation.

bb. In response to the contention that the issue of particular market situation was
raised at a belated stage, it was submitted that the arguments were raised only
after the applicant got questionnaire response after initiation and oral hearing is
the first formal opportunity thereafter. There is no bar to raising a contention post
initiation.

cc. The producers in Qatar and UAE are related to suppliers ofethane / propane. The
producers in Saudi Arabia are related to saudi Aramco, supplier of ethane,
directly or indirectly. All purchases ofraw material and utilities or natural gas for
production ofutilities are from related parties.

dd. saudi Kayan Petrochemical company and Al-Jubail petrochemical company
have purchased inputs from saudi Aramco which is a related entity of SABIC.
sABIC has been acquired by saudi Aramco which is a wholy owned entity of
Saudi Govemment. Even before acquisition, SABIC was a r00% state owned
entity, making it related to the govemment-owned saudi Aramco. Trade Notice
09/2018 states that person shall be related ifunder the direct or indirect control of
a third person.

ee. Reliance placed by the other interested parties on disclosure statement issued by
the European commission can only have a persuasive value, while the Trade
Notice is binding. The issue involved in the European case is entirely different
from the issue in the present case.

ff. For producers sourcing captive input from affiliates, the input price should be
based on market price of the raw material. This is because the prices do not
reasonably reflect the costs associated with production and sale of the product
rmder consideration, these need to be rejected and the cost ofproduction needs to
be determined based on market price of raw material. In US - OCTG, the panel
held that the authority can reject the price of raw materials purchased fiom an
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affrliate which are not at arm's lenglh prices and do not reasonably reflect the cost

associated with the Production.
In a number of anti-dumping investigation including those on imports of digital

versatile discs - recordable, PVC suspension resin and Vitamin AB2D3K, the

Authority determined normal value based on facts available as the exporter failed

to establish procurement ofraw material from related party at arm's length prices.

As per the US and Canadian law, the authority determines cost of input, when

procured from related entity, based on higher of price paid by exporter, cost

incurred for production of input or market price of input. In Australia, price paid

or payable is not considered as if such prices are inlluenced by relationship

between buyer and seller and are not at arm's length prices.

A number of authorities including those in Argentin4 Brazil, china PR and Korea

RP require information regarding purchase of inputs from affrliate and related

suppliers in order to check whether the same are at arm's length basis'

Marubeni ASEAN Pte Limited has filed an incomplete response without any

appendices.

Response filed by Sadara Chemical Company and Abu Dhabi Polymers Company

Limited (Borouge) LLC should be rejected as they have misrepresented that they

had not purchased raw material from related entities.

Related entities of Aramco Chemicals Company namely, Aramco Trading

Fujairah ATL, UAE and Aramco Trading Singapore ATS, Singapore which are

engaged in sales and distribution ofthe subject goods, have not participated in the

investigation.

Related entity of Saudi Ethylene and Polyethylene Company namely, Sahara

petrochemicals company which is engaged in production and sales of the subject

goods, has not participated in the investigation.

Related entities of Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company and Al-Jubail

Petrochemical Company namely, Yanbu National Pekochemical Company,

Eastem Petrochemical Company and Jubail United Petrochemical which are

engaged in production of the subject goods, have not participated in the

investigation.
Related entity of Qatar Petrochemical Company namely' Qatofin Company

Limited which is engaged in production ofthe subject goods, has not participated

in the investigation.

In the absence of participation of related producers involved in production and

sales ofproduct under consideration, the dumping margin for the group cannot be

determined.

The response frled by Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (Kemya) should be

rejected as it has exported through Exxon Mobil which has not participated in the

present investigation. Since Kemya is related to Saudi Kayan Petrochemical

Company, the response filed by it cannot be acceped.

The value chain for Equistar chemicals, LP is incomplete as the affrliate producer

whose goods are sold in the domestic market, producer whose goods are exported

to India affrliate trading company engaged in selling goods in India and other
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trading companies that exported the goods to lndia have not participated in the
investigation.

ss. sadam chemical company may not have sufficient domestic sales. The normal
value must be detemrined based on sales of other producers in the same market
since it is not producer specific. section 9(A)(l)(c) and Article 2 of the wro
Agreement does not refer to own price of producer for determination of normal
value. In US - oil country Tubular Goods Sunset Review, the panel held that the
starting point for nomral value is domestic prices. Reliance was placed on the
decision of Supreme Court in Designated Authority vs. Haldor Topsoe f,,/s.tt. Marubeni ASEAN Pte Limited has failed to disclose its related entity in India,
Marubeni India Private Limited, vshich has purchased goods from the exporter as
well as received commission and reimbursement of expenses from it.

uu. Borouge Pte Limited has not explained the role of Borouge (India) private
Limited in its operations. The Indian entity is providing marketing and support
services in India for polyolefins. Its entire revenue is from related parties, and the
exporter has reimbursed its expenses totalling to Rs. 14.99 lakhs.

w. while Qatar Petrochemical company has stated that it does not have an office in
Indi4 they have a liaison office in rndi4 namely, eatar petrochemical company
Limited (QAPCO India).

ww. SABIC has not disclosed their related entities in Indi4 namely, sABIC Innovative
Plastics Indian Private Limited and sABIC India private Limited. These entities
have purchased goods from the exporters and provided marketing services to
them respectively.

xx. Aramco chemicals company has not disclosed its related entity in India, namely,
Aramco Asia India Private Limite4 which provides procurement, logistics,
marketing, business support to Saudi Aramco and its affiliates.

yy. Basell rrading International FZE has not disclosed its related entity in India,
namely, Basell Polyolefins lndia private Limited, which has received traded
goods, income and raw material from the exporter.

zz. Qaar chemical and Petrochemical Marketing and Distribution company has a
related entity Muntajat India Private Limited, which is providing marketing
services. The entire revenue by the company is received from Muntajat BV,
which is a subsidiary ofthe exporter.

aaa. Sumitomo chemical Asia Pte Limited has a related entity in India engaged in
sales and distribution of the subject goods namely, SCA South Asia
Petrochemicals Pte Limited which has been set up as an agent of the exporter.
The entire income of the company is received for services rendered to the
exporter. The related party in India has not participated in the investigation.

bbb. SCG Group has a related entity in India, namely, scG Intemational India private
Limited, which is involved in trading activities.

ccc. The financials and website of Dow chemical Intemational private Limited, a
related entity of Dow Chemical pacific (Singapore) pte Limited, shows that it
purchased goods tom the exporter, and is supplying polyethylene in India.
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ddd. Where the existence or role of the related Indian entities has not been disclosed

by the exporters, the response filed should be rejected, in accordance with the

decision ofthe Supreme Court in Designated Authority vs. Haldor Topsoe'

eee. Disclosure of related entities in India is essential so that the Authority is able to

assess whether these related entities are involved in any manner in sales of the

subject goods.

tr PTT Global chemical Public company Limited has not disclosed that it has

related entities namely, GC Logistics Solutions Company Limited, PL Global

Transport Company Limited and GC Marketing Solutions Company Limited

which are engaged in distribution of the subject goods. The Authority should

examine whether the services provided were at arm's length basis. There is no

information on whether such costs are adequately taken in costs or prices'

gcc. The Authority should verifr that the cost of captive inputs oI raw matelial reflect

the total cost of input and not merely the direct and factory cost.

hhh. Sadara chemical company has agreements with Dow entities and Abu Dhabi

Polymers Company Limited has agreement with Borouge Pte Limited for

distribution of the subject goods. The producers pay commission for sales made

through these entities. The Authority should veriff whether the commission paid

is duly teported by calling for supply copy of agreement.

iii. The dumping margin should not be calculated based on response ofthe exporters

whose responses are grossly deficient.

iii. The producers in GCC sell to trading companies, which are involved in exports,

at low prices. Since such sales are not meant for consumption in domestic market,

such price is de-facto export price. These sales must be excluded from the

determination of domestic sales since they suppress normal value and dumping

margin.

kkk. Contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the applicant has submitted ICIS

report forming the basis of normal value to the Authority before the initiation and

the Authority has verified the same. In reference to adjustnents fot credit costs

and commissiott, the applicant has provided the inforrnation reasonably available

to it and it was not aware of any such commission being paid or the difference

between the credit cost in domestic and export market. As held by the Panel in

Guatemala - Definitive Anti-Dumping Measures on Grey Portland Cement from

Mexico, the evidence required for initiation may not be of the same quality and

quantity as that required for final findings.

ll1. Regarding the contention that the normal value determined for Qatar and Saudi

Arabia is not approPriate, it was submitted that the imports into the country are

intended for consumption within the country, the price thereof is the best available

information for price of the subject goods for consumption. The Authority has

considered import price as the basis of determining normal value in various

investigations.

mmm. As regards the contention the normal value for USA does not take post-factory

expenses into account, it was submitted that the interested parties have not

identified the post-factory expenses not adjusted. Normal value is based on rail
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car delivered prices reported by Platts and the adjustrnent has been done for rail
car cost based on market agencies information.
In response to the contention that the data provided for deterrnining normal value
is for GCC as a whole, it was submitted that the Authority has in the past as well,
taken prices prevailing in the region for determining normal value for the country.
GCC ,ndertakes an anti-dumping investigation collectively and hence, can be
treated as one for determining price prevailing in the region for normal value. The
applicant is required to only provide information reasonably available to it.
As regards the contention that the prices published in the joumals cannot be
considered as held in Dye stuff Manufacturers Association of India v. Gort. of
India, it was submitted that ttre normal value in the said case was based on an
article in the joumal, chemical week, which did not publish the prices regularly
and its credibility could not be ascertained. The applicant in the present case, has
submitted the ICIS and Platts report which are world-renowned market agencies
and the Authority has consistently relied on these for the purpose of anti-dumping
investigations. In the present case the interested parties have neither disputed the
correctness of the normal value nor provided any contrary facts. In Huawei
Technologies Company Limited V. Designated Authority, the Tribunal held that
in Dye Stuff case, the joumal was used for the purpose of the final findings,
however, there is no impropriety in a situation where it is used for the purpose of
initiation.
The prices of market research agencies are reliable which is evident from the fact
that even the producers, in the subject countries, in their presentation to the
investors have used such prices.
As regards the contention that norrnal value is not set at ex-factory level but
included theoretical expenses, it was submitted that the expenses added are
appropriate as the applicant was required to add customs duty, insurance, port
expenses and inland freight to CFR prices to arrive at price paid by customer.
Freight paid was reduced to arrive at ex-factory price in order to compute normal
value.

Regarding the contention that the proof of adjusunents claimed for net export
price has not been shared, it was submitted that the applicant has provided the
best available information accessible to it. Ocean freighr has been provided as per
the rates on World Freight Rates and inland freight has been provided based on
mmket intelligence with regard to rates prevailing in Middle East. The other
adjustrnents are in line with consistent practice ofthe Authority.

ppp
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G.3. Examination bv the Authoritv

40. Under Section 9A(l)(c), normal value in relation to an article means:

i. The comparable price, in the ordinary course of trade, for the like article, when
meant for consumption in the exporting country or territory as determined in
accordance with the rules made under sub-section (6), or
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ii. When there are no sales of the like article in the ordinary course of trade in the

domestic market of the exporting country or territory, or when because of the

particular marlrzt situation or low volume of the sales in the domestic markct of the

exporting country or territory, such sales do not permit a proper comparison, the

normal value shall be either:

a. comparable representative price of the like article when exported from the

exporting country or territory or an aPpropri1te third counry ds determined in

accordance \eith the rules made under sub'section (6); or

b. the cost of production of the said article in the country of origin along with

reasonable addition for administrative, selling and general costs, and for
profits, as determined in accordance uith the rules made under sub-section (6);

Provided that in the case of inport ofthe article from a country other thdn the

country of origin and where the article has been merely trans shipped through

the country of export or such mticle is not produced in the country of export or

there is no comparable price in the country ofexport, the normal value shall be

determined with reference to its price in the country of origin.

The Authority sent questionnaires to the known producervexporters from the subject

countries, advising them to provide information in the form and manner prescribed by

the Authority. The following producerVexporters have co-operated in this investigation

by filing the prescribed questionnaire responses:

i. Qatar Chemical and Petrochemical Marketing and Distribution Company

(Mrmtajat) Q.P. J. S.C, Qatar
ii. Qatar Petrochemical Company (QAPCO) Q.P.J.S.C, Qatar

iii. Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (KEMYA), Saudi Arabia

iv. Aramco Chemicals Company, Saudi Arabia

v. Abu Dhabi Polymers Company Limited (Borouge) L.L.C, UAE

vi. Dow Saudi Arabia Product Marketing B.V., Saudi Arabia

vii. Sadara Chemical Company, Saudi Arabia

viii. Saudi Basic Industries Corporation, Saudi Arabia

ix. Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company, Saudi Arabia

x. Borouge Pte Limited, Singapore

xi. Dow Chemical Pacific (Singapore) Private Limited Singapore

xii. Marubeni Asean Pte Limited, Singapore

xiii. SABIC Asia Pacific Pte Limited, Singapore

xiv. Sumitomo Chemical Asia Pte Limited, Singapore

xv. GC Marketing Solutions Company Limited, Thailand

xvi. PTT Global Chemical Company Limited, Thailand

xvii. SCG Performance Company Limited, Thailand

xviii. SCG Plastics Company Limited Thailand

xix. Thai Polyethylene Company Limited, Thailand

xx. Basell Trading lntemational FZE, UAE
xxi. Dow Chemical Intemational Private Limited, UAE
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xxiii.
xxiv.
xxv.
xxvi.
xxvii.
xxviii.
xxix.

Dow Chemical Pacific (Singapore) Private Limited, Singapore National
Petrochemical Industrialization Marketing Company Limited, Saudi Arabia
Rabigh Refining & Petrochemical Company, Saudi Arabia
Saudi Ethylene and Polyethylene Company, Saudi Arabia
Equistar Chemicals LP, USA
Westlake Longview Corporatiorl USA
Westlake Polymers LLC, USA
Renuka Agencies Limited, Hong Kong
Tetra Pak Global Supply SA, Switzerland

42. The normal value and export price for all producervexporters from the subject countries
have been determined as below.

43. The domestic industry has alleged that there exists a particular market situation with
regards to price of ethane, propane, nah[al gas, butane, etc. in saudi Arabi4 eatar and
uAE, as the price of such inputs are distorted due to government intervention. In this
regard, the domestic industry has relied upon price conhols in Saudi Arabia over the
supply of inputs. As regards Qatar and UAE, the domestic industry has submitted that
the sole supplier in each of the countries is a govemment-owned entity, that is, eatar Gas
and Abu Dhabi National oil company (ADNoc) respectively. ln view of the particular
market situation in the form of distorted costs, the domestic industry has claimed that
cost of production ofthe producers should be adjusted to reflect the gndistorted costs.

44. The other interested parties have contended that the factors highlighted by the domestic
industry do not permit and wan'ant any adjustnent to the cost of production. It has been
emphasized that the inputs are available to all producers on a non-discriminatory basis in
Saudi Arabia The interested parties have further cited the Panel reports in Australia -A4
copy Paper to claim that particular market situafion can be concluded only when the
particular market situation is such that it prevents a proper comparison of domestic sales
with the export price. Reference has also been made to decisions in the case of European
Union - Cost Adjustnent Methodologies, European Union - Biodiesel and Ukraine -
Ammonium Nitrate to claim that no adjustrnent can be made to the cost of production, as
the records of the responding producers are kept in accordance with the generally
accepted accounting principles of 0re subject countries, and reasonably reflect the cost
associated with the production and sale ofthe subject goods. It has also been highlighted
that the Designated Authority is required to arive at the cost ofproduction in the country
oforigin.

45. In order to address the issue, the Authority finds it necessary to examine the factual
aspects involved having regard to the legal principles goveming the issue. The Authority
notes that as per the provisions of Section 9A(l)(c) of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975,
normal value is required to be determined based on comparable price, in the ordinary
couse of trade, of the like article, when destined for consumption in the exporting
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country. However, when because ofa particular market situation, such sales do not permit

a proper comparison, the normal value may be determined on altemative basis.

" (c) " normal value " , in relation to an article , means -

(i) the comparable price, in the ordinary course of trade, for the like article when

destined for consumption in the exporting country or territory as determined in

accordance with the rules made under sub'section (6); or
(ii) when there are no sales of the likz article in the ordinary course of trade in the

domestic market of the exPorting country or territory, or when because of the

Darticular narket situation or low volume ofthe sales in the domestic market of the

exDortins or territorv. such sale do not Dermit o DroDer comoarison. the

normal value shall either -
(a) comparable representative price of the like article when exported from the

exporting counlry or territory to an appropriate third country as determined in

accordance with the rules made under sub-section (6); or
(b) the cost of production of the said article in the country of origin along with

reasonable addition for ahninistrative, selling and general costs, and for profits,

as determined in accordance with the rules made under sub-section (6)"

46. The first step is to examine whether a particular market situation exiss in a particular

country or not and the next step is to examine whether the effect ofthe particular market

situation is such that it does not permit a proper comparison between the domestic selling

price and the export price. The Authority notes that in the present case, the evidence on

record shows that the prices of inputs such as ethane, propane, butane, natural gas, etc.

are fixed by the Govemment of Saudi Arabia. The zupply of these inputs in the country

is controlled by Saudi Aramco, a goverffnent owned company. Pursuant to a series of
Council of Ministers Resolutions, the Kingdom has established regulated prices for

domestic sales of certain hydrocarbons, including ethane. The price of ethane has been

regulated at USD 1.75 per MMBtu, while the price of natural gas is fixed at USD 1.25

per MMBtu. The prices of propane and butane have been set at a discount of 20o/o to the

FOB Japan price. The other interested parties have also not disputed that the prices ofthe

inputs are set in this manner.

47. With regard to the distortion of input prices, the interested parties have contended that

that after reforms in 2015-16, the prices of ethane are comparable to the prices in other

oil rich countries. It has also been contended that the prices in Saudi Arabia are lower

due to natural advantages. The Authority, however, notes that the very fact that prices of
ethane and other inputs are regulated implies that they are not deterrnined by free market

forces. The domestic industry has relied on the Trade Policy Review of Saudi Arabia and

has stated that Saudi Aramco, a govemment-owned entity, is entitled to compensation

from the Govemment if it sells crude oil and certain refined products domestically at

regulated price, equal to the cost oftle revenue forgone by Saudi Ararnco by complying

with the Govemment's pricing mandates. The Authority notes that once the prices are
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regulated by the Govemment, it camot be considered that the prices are lower due to
natural advantages or competitively set.

48. Therefore, the Authority concludes that ttre prices of inputs such as ethane, propane,
butane, nahrral gas etc. in saudi Arabia are influenced by govemment intervention and
to this extent particular market situation exists in Saudi Arabia. The Authority also notes
the decision of the wro Panel in the case of Austalia - Anti-Dumping Measures on A4
copy Paper. The Panel has specifically considercd whether input price distortion can be
construed as a particular market situation. The Panel noted that "capable ofpreventing a
proper comparison" is not a nec€ssary qualification for a situation to constitute
"particular market situation".

"7 .27 In our assessment, the phrases "particular marlel situation,, and ,,permit a
proper comparison" function together to establish a condition for
domestic market sales as the basis for normal value. Specifically, that domestic
sales "do not permit a proper comparison" must be ,,because of the particular
markp! situation". If domestic sales do permit a proper cofirparison, then they
cannot be disregarded as the basis for normal value, regardless ofthe existence of
the particular market situation and its effects, whatever those may be. Ile lind no
functtonal o 'oose is served bv incor into the meonins "oarticular

t the uillo emed t,

"because of' and "not ner'mit a Drot er comDar tson Aacordinolu we find that
"caoable of ntine a DroDer not a necessarv lification for,s

ituation
such a me

t situation".
into the term "Darti markct situalion" would alter thear

functioninp of this Drovision. Thus. ve lind that the term "particular market
situalion" not reouire or conte an analvsis relatins to the caoabilin of
caucino do tic 'es to not nermita comfrD*on in the abstract Rather

terms "not rmit ison" in r,
properlv and adeauatelv.fulfil this function.

7.28 Turning to the specific issue posited by Indonesia of a low-priced inryt used
identically to produce merclandise for the domestic and export markcts, we are
again tmpersuaded that a categorical disqualification from constituting the
"particular market situation" can be s stained as a matter of interpretation. We

understand that Indonesia is arguing that a situation that equally afects the cost
ofproducing merchandise for sale in domestic and export markets will necessarily
equally afiect the sales prices in both markets and will, therefore, permit a proper
comparison between domestic marl<et sales and export sales. First, we Jind no
legitimate interpretative basis for incorporating this proposed meaning into the
term " particular market situation", particularly where such considerations are
more appropriately examined in relation to the terms "because of' and "permit a
proper comparison" as suggested by the above analys is. Second. we not acceDt

t an eoual imDact on cost oas a piven tha
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exDort markzt,'s would necessarilv affect 'es prices in both markc eauallv such

that a DroDer comoaris on be twe en do mestic sales and exoort sales would not be

prevented. We consider that these assertiofa tre aoorooriate ele nts for an

intemretation of the term " Dartiaiar markpt situation". but rather are better

suited to an lvsis of whether domestic sales do not Dermit a comDarrson

because o a oartictlar markct situation identified bv an investisatins duthoritv

We will return to these points in ow examination of Indonesia's arguments relating

to the meaning of the term "permit a proper comparison" . "

49. The Authority also notes the decision of the wTo Panel in the case of Australia - Anti-

Dumping Measures on A4 Copy Paper on the issue that input price distortion can be

considered as a particular market situation, even if it has some effect on the export price.

This is evident from the conclusions of the Panel as under.

"7.57 On the basis of t, above findinps. we determine that Indonesia has not

demonstrated that the ADC acted inconsistently uith Austrdlia's ob sations under

Article 2.2 o Anti-Dumoinp Asree when it found that a cular market

situation" ex in the Indonesian do tic market for A4 coov nesia's

arpuments have not oersuaded us that a domestic market siruation resultins in a

lower cost for an inDut used to both exoorted and do ticallv sold

nrodua tis norocenfilt avrluded hnm onnctihiino tt cular markct si n

Nor are we that, as a seneral orooosition, arN situation which has or

mav have some t on exDort sales in addition to stic marl@t sales is

necessarilv excluded from constitutins "the oarticular market s on " because

we consider that. in least some cases. differences in the on domestic and

exoort sales could ore a DfoDer cornDortson- Finally, we are also not

persuaded that "the porticular market situation" referenced in this provision

necessarily excludes any situation that arises from a subsidy or other governmental

action."

50. The Authority takes note ofthe fact that no evidence has been placed on record that raw

material prices are fixed or regulated by the Govemment in Qatar or UAE. Therefore,

the Authority concludes that there does not exist a particular market situation in Qatar

and UAE.

51. After reaching the conclusion ttrat the prices of inputs such as ethane, propane, butane,

natural gas etc. in Saudi Arabia are inlluenced by govemment intervention and to this

extent particular market situation exists in Saudi Arabia the next issue to be examined is

whether the effect ofthe particular market situation is such that it does not permit a proper

comparison between the domestic selling price and the export price.

52. In this regard, the Panel in Australia Copy Paper has also observed as under.
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"7.73. Were a "oarticttlar l@t situat " is found to ist, the iwe ng
authoritv must ine whether "a orooer ,, of the domestic the
exDort Drrce $ Dermitted or We cons that the ison"co
Ianeu calls an assessment tn resDecto the n of domestic dndf
exDort Drices.

7.74. The ordinary meaning of the term ,,proper" is ,,suitable 
for a speciJied or

implicit purpose or requirement; appropriate to the circumstances or conditions;
... apt, litting; correct, right,,. The term ,,comparison,, can be understood as ,,the

action, or an act, ofcomparing, or noting the similarities and differences of two or
more things't. The function of the ,'permit 

a proper comparison,, test is to determine
whether the domestic price can or cannot be used as a basis for comparison with
the export price to identify the existence of dumping. It is implied here in Arricle
2.2 that the words "a proper comparison,, refer to the comparison between the
domestic price and the export price. Thus, the purpose of an investigating
authorityts exarnination under the second clause of article 2.2 ofthe Anti-Dumping
Agreement is to determine whether domestic sales of the like product in the
ordinary course of trade do not permit a proper comparison between the export
price and the domestic sales price because of the particular market situation or the
low volume.

7.75. le r inA ) betwee
the tic and 't Dr,ces. a ourelv n 'cal comnarison between the huo

an r the
com with the eroort ce. Rather it is nece, to co t a qualitative
comDar ison of the domestic exDort Dri The "because of the
particul,'ar market situa,'tion" makes clear that the sualitat. assessment ofwhether
the tic and Drtces be oronerlv comoared s focus on how the

.fl that that
" lanouase calls for an assess of the relative effect of the

cu

certain circums
t We tha

's, as a resul, of this asses,'sment, the iwes tisatinp authoritv
mav conclude that Darlicular ket situati, has no effect on the exoort Drrces

7.76. Turning to the assessment ofwhether ,,a proper comparison,, is not permitted
because of the particular market situation, we note that the focus of the analysis is
on whether the effect of the particttlar market situation is such that a proper
comparison between domestic sales prices and export prices under examination is
not permitted. In other words. the tteatine must ne the
domestic sales in order determine w a DroDer be the two
Drtces oermitted in soite ofthe effect o oarticalar t situation. The point

to dom ,.e. , is '1,

c eDr course of trade. for likz when
destined for

rce. in the

in the
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Article l(il and Article 2.1 of the Anti-Dumoinp Asreement). That

determ is fact-sDecific nd should be made on a case-bv-case is bv the

4SSeSS t ti l@t situatio

domestic orice in rel' n to the effect n the exoort ce. if anv. This relative

assessment is necesscw . as we exDlain in the followinp subsecti'on. while

a oarti markct situation mov have an effect on both domestic exDort

orices, it does not follow that the imDact on domestic and exoort orices will be the

same. If the investigating authority linds that because of a particular market

situation a proper comparison of the domestic price and the export price is not

permitted, tt is required to give a reasoned and adequate explanation of its
conclusion."

53. The Authority has determined existence ofparticular market situation in Saudi Arabia due

to lower price of inputs arising out of govemment intervention. The Authority has

examined all the available evidence on record regarding the cost of the PUC, the domestic

selling price and the export price of the PUC and notes that there is no sufficient evidence

to conclude that the particular market situation prevailing in Saudi Arabia has specifically

impacted domestic selling price ofthe product under consideration in such a manner that a

proper comparison between domestic selling price and export price is not permitted.

54. Thus, the Authority concludes that that there is no sufiicient evidenc.e on record to reject

actual cost of raw material and domestic selling price of producers/exporters from Saudi

Arabia for determining the dumping margin.

55. With regard to the issue of non-participation of related companies of ADPCL and QAPCO

in Indi4 namely, Borouge (India) Private Limited and QAPCO India the Authority notes

that based on the information on record, Borouge (India) Private Limited and QAPCO India

are not engaged in import and resale of the PUC. The Authority therefore finds no merit in

the submission of the domestic industry.

56. The Authority fr[ther notes that Equistar Chemicals LP had sold the products produced by

an affrliate in the domestic market. Further, it exported goods produced by another

producer, through two trading companies. However, neither the producer producing the

goods, nor the trading companies have filed a response to provide required information to

the Authority. Accordingly, the Authority notes that Equistar chemicals LP cannot be

allowed an individual dumping margin.

Saudi Arabia

Al-lubail Petrochenical company ("Kemya) (Producer), saudi Kayan Petrochemical

Company ("Saudi Kayan") (Producer), Saudi Bosic Industries Corporation (SABIC)
(Exporter/Trader), SABIC Asit Pacfrc Pte. Ltd. ('SAPPL') (Expo erlTrader) and

SABIC Research & Technologt hivate Limited ("SRTPL') (related imporlet)
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57. The Authority notes that Al-Jubail petrochemical company ("Kemya") and saudi Kayaa
Petrochemical company ("Saudi Kayan") are related producers of the subject goods in
Saudi Arabia and have made sales of the subject goods in the domestic market during the
PoI through a related trader, Saudi Basic Industries corporation ("SABIC). SABIC holds
***o/o shares in Kemya and f**7o in Saudi Kayan. Further, SABIC is rhe ultimate
shareholder of SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd f.SAppL').

58. The Authority has decided not to accept the response filed by above mentioned
producers/exporters and not to determine individual dumping margin for them. The
detailed reasoning in this regard is given below.

Export Price

59. From the response filed by the parties, it is noted that Kemya and Saudi Kayan are related
producers ofthe subject goods in Saudi Arabia It has been submitted by Kemya and Saudi
Kayan that the subject goods manufactured by them have been exported to India through
their related entities SABIC and SAPPL.

60. Kemya and Saudi Kayan have also submitted that they do not have flrll visibility on the
final destination ofthe subject goods sold through SABIC. Therefore, Kemya and Saudi
Kayan have reported all the sales made to SABIC as domestic sales under Appendix 44,
and have requested that the Authority should refer to the appendices of SABIC and
SAPPL for complete details ofresale on domestic sales and export sales to India.

61. The response filed by both the producers and exporterVtraders have been examined. It is
noted that lvl/s Kemya is a Joint Venhre between SABIC and ExxonMobil Arabia. In the
Exporter Questionnaire Response ('EQR ') frled by Kemya, it has been stated that Kemya
sells the subject goods to SABIC and ExxonMobil. Thereafter, SABIC and ExxonMobil
export the subject goods to various countries. In the EQR filed by Kemya, it was claimed
that SABIC has exported the subject goods manufactured by Kemya to India.

62. During the course of the investigation, while examining the official Indian import data,
the Authority noted that sipificant exports of the subject goods originating in Saudi
Arabia were made by ExxonMobil Asia Pacific to India. The Authority issued a letter to
Kemya highlighting this gross mis-representation made by them in the EQR and sought
clmification from them in this regard. The Authority also invited the attention of
exporters to the provision in the para 7 of the Annex-II to WTO Antidumping Agreement,
which states that if an interesed pafty does not cooperate and thus relevant information
is being withheld from the Authorities, this situation could lead to a result which is less
favourable to the party than if the party did cooperate.
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63. The Authority also issued letters to some Indian importers seeking clarification from

them regarding the name of the producer of the subject goods in Saudi Arabia whose

product was imported by them from ExxonMobil Asia Pacific.

64. In reply, Kemya submitted that the company does not have fi-rll visibility on the final

destination of the subject goods sold through sABIC and ExxonMobil, who is also the

joint ventue partler. Kemya did not reply to the crucial issue whether the subject goods

manufactured by them were exported to lndia or not by their related party ExxonMobil.

The Authority notes that it is the responsibility of the producer to get accurate details

regarding the export of goods manufactured by them from their Joint Venture partners

and report the correct details to the Indian Authority. It is noted that in each and every

investigation being conducted by the Authority, the related producers submit complete

details of the domestic sales and exports to India of the goods manufactured by them

even if the domestic sales and exports to lndia are done by related traders.

65 IWs ExxonMobil in the letter dated 13ft December,2021, confirmed that the subject

goods exported to India by ExxonMobil Chemical Asia Pacific and other ExxonMobil

affiliates were actually manufactured by Kemya. However, they have stated that volume

of such exports represents less than ***%o of the total estimated volume of LDPE

exported from Saudi Arabia to India over the same period. Further, in response to the

letter issued by the Authority, some of the Indian importers also confirmed that the

subject goods imported by them fiom ExxonMobil Chemical Asia Pacific and other

ExxonMobil affiliates were actually manufactured by Kemya. Thus, it is noted that

ExxonMobil & its affiliates engaged in exports of the subject goods to India have failed

to cooperate in the present investigation and have not filed any inforrnation. Kemya has

failed to disclose this crucial fact to the Indian Authority that the goods manufactured by

them have been exported to India through ExxonMobil.

66. In view ofthe above, it is abundantly clear that Kemya has made gross mis-representation

of facts in the EQR filed by them. Even after the Authority pointed out this issue to

Kemya, they did not come out with clean hands and provide appropriate information and

justification to the Authority. In anti-dumping investigations, it is of utmost importance

that information relating to all the exports ofthe subject goods to India manufactured by

a producer is provided and accounted for, so that the accurate dumping margin can be

deterrnined. In the EQR formats the following instructions have been clearly provided:

2. This questionnaire is to be lilled in by the producer(s) and/ or
qorter(s) along with lheil rclated entitics including importer (il' if any
in India. If the related importer is also a user of the subiect goods, then

such related inporter has to fill the user questionnoire. It is in the interest
of the producer(s)/ exportet(s) to reply to the questionnaire accurately and
adequately and to attach supporting documents, wherever required.

8. The duly filled formats are to be Jiled along with the response whether
you are a producer or exporter or producer and exporter. The entities
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related to you are also required to participate by gtving relevant
information as mentioned in subsequent paragraphs.

9. -In case-you are only a producer-of product under-consideration which
is being exported to India directly or indirectly, you are required to submit
the questionnoire response in Part I, Part II and Part IIL Also, it should be
accompanied by following information as applicable:

(i) Any other related producer involved in the production of pUC has to
separately furnish information in Part I, il, ill;

(ii) Any olher non-prodacer related entities involved in expon olthe pIlC
are requbed lo submil r*ponse in part I and part II along with Appmdix
5;

(iii) Any related importers in India are required to file response in parrlV.
However, if related importer is also a user of the product under
consideratio4 such related user shall be required tofill User guestionnaire
instead of ParrIV.;

67 . In addition to above, Authority noted that Kemya and saudi Kayan have failed to submit
information in Appendix-3C relating to exports to India. The Authority issued a letter to
Kemya and Saudi Kayan highlighting this deficiency to them. In reply to Authority,s
letter, Kemya and Saudi Kayan submitted that they do not have full visibility on the final
destination of the subject goods sold through SABIC. They submitted that the Authority
should refer to the appendices of sABIC and SAPPL for complete details of resale on
domestic sales and export sales to India.

68. In order to determine the dumping margin, Authority has to determine the ex-factory
export price at producer level and examine the profrtability of each trader involved in
export chain to India. Auttrority works out the ex-factory export price based on the
information provided by producer in Appendix-3C relating to exports to India. In the
absence of Appendix-3 C, Authority cannot determine the ex-factory export price for the
subject goods exported to India. In all the other investigations being conducted by the
Authority involving related producers and exporters, Appendix-3C is being submitted by
the producers. It should be noted that it is responsibility of the producer to provide
information in Appendix-3C and producer can easily obtain the complete details
regarding the final destination from their related trader and also the net price realised by
the producers for each and every transaction.

69. on the basis of above, it is noted that Kemya and Saudi Kayan have failed to discharge
this responsibility even after the Authority pointed out this deficiency to them. There was
no plausible justification given by both the producers that why they cannot obtain the
information from their related exporters and provide the same to the Authority.
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70. In view of the above, the Authority has decided not to accept the EQR filed by Kemya,

saudi Kayan, sABIC and SAPPL and not to determine an individual dumping margin

for them.

Rabigh Refining and Petrochemical Company (Producer), Aramco Chemicals

Company @xporter), Sumitomo Chemicals Asia Fte Limited @rporter) , Marubeni

Asean Pte Ltd.' Singapore @xporter), Renuka Agencies Limited'

Hongkong@xporter)

N Value

71. From the response filed by Petro Rabigh, the Authority notes that the company has sold

the PUC directly and through affiliated trader, IvVs Aramco Chemical Company

(Aramco) in the domestic market during the POI. The company has sold **r MT of the

PUC directly to independent customers and r** MT through Aramco in the domestic

market. The domestic sales are in sufficient volumes when compared with exports to -

India. To determine the normal value, the Authority conducted the ordinary course of

trade test to determine profit making domestic sales transactions with reference to the

cost of production of the subject goods. The Authority has considered the cost of

production after taking into account all submissions and information on record. Ifprofit
making percentage of all the tansactions is more than 80%, then all the transactions in

the domestic sales is considered for determination of the normal value and if the profit-

making percentage of all transactions is less than 80%, only the profitable domestic sales

are taken into consideration for determination of the normal value. ln the present case

since more than 80% of domestic sales are profitable, hence all the domestic sales have

been considered to determine the nomral value for Petro Rabigh after allowing

adjustnents for inland hansport, credit cost, rebate and marketing fee. The normal value

so calculated is mentioned in the dumping margin table below.

Export Price

72. Petro Rabigh has filed Exporter questionnaires in the prescribed format for the POI. It

has exported *** MT ofrhe subject goods to lndia at an average CIF value of $***AvIT

through its related traders-exporters lWs Sumitomo Chemical Asia Pte. Ltd. (Sumitomo)

and IWs Aramco Chemical Company (Aramco) during the POI' Out of the total exports

of the PUC to India by Petro Rabigh, Sumitomo has exported *!r* MT and Aramco has

exported +{'* MT. It is also noted that IvI/s Aramco has exported the subject goods to

India through lWs Marubeni, and Renuka" MT, and some of the subject goods have been

exported through non cooperative exporters. For working out export Price of the producer

IWs Rabigh, the Authority has considered the actual export price for chain comprising

Rabigh and cooperating traders who have duly participated in the investigation and

submitted response in the form and manner prescribed, and export price based on the best

available information for the non-cooperating traders of Rabigh who had not filed the

information in the form and manner prescribed. Accordingly, the export price for Rabigh
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has been determined based on the weighted average export price ofall exports' channels
to India.

73 The producer/exporter has claimed the adjustrnent of ocean freight, ocean insurance,
inland transportation, port expenses, credit cost and marketing fee which have been
examined and accepted by the Authority. Accordingly, the Net Export price for producer
has been worked out and the same is mentioned in the dumping margin table below.

sadara chemical company @roducer), Dow saudi Arabia product Marketing BV
@xporter), Dow Chemical Pacilic (Singapore) private Limited @xporter), Dow
Chemical Internatioual Private Limited @xporter)

74. Sadara is jointly owned and controlled **,*o by Excellent performance chemicals
Company, formerly Performance Chemicals Holding company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Saudi Aramco ^id 

***o/o by Dow Saudi Arabia Holding B.V. C.DSAH),
an indirectly wholly owned subsidiary of Dow USA.

75. It is noted that Sadara is the producer ofthe subject goods from Saudi Arabia engaged in
domestic sales of the subject goods as well as exports to India through related entities
namely Dow Marketing, Dow Singapore, Dow Singapore Dubai Branch and DCIpL
Dubai Branch. sadara is a limited liability company existing under the laws of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The head office oftle company is located at Eastem province
at Jubail, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Normal Value:

76. Based on the response frled by Sadar4 it is noted that their domestic sales are in sufficient
quantity in the domestic market. The cost of sales claimed by IWs sadara has been
suitably adjusted after desk verification. on the basis of cost of sales as adjusted, the
Authority conducted the ordinary course of trade test to determine profit making
domestic sales transactions with reference to cost ofproduction ofthe subject goods. The
Authority has considered the cost of production ater taking into account all the
submissions and inforrnation on record. Upon examination of the pol data, the Authority
noted that more than twenty percent of domestic sales in volume are at loss. Therefore,
the Authority computed the normal value based on profitable domestic sales after
allowing adjustments for inland transport, credit costs, and marketing fee. and the same
is mentioned in the dumping margin table below.

Export Price:

77 - It is noted from exports to India, lws Sadara sells the entire quantity ofthe subject goods
to Dow Marketing. For exports to Indi4 Dow Marketing raises invoice on Dow
Singapore, Dow singapore - Dubai Branch, DCIpL - Dubai Branch for resale to
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uffelated lndian importers. All these related parties have also filed questionnaire

responses.

78. During the POI, Dow entities namely Dow Singapore invoiced *** Kg, Dow Singapore

Dubai Branch invoiced * * * Kg, and DCIPL Dubai Branch invoiced * * * Kg subject goods

to lndian unrelated customers. On consolidated basis, Dow entities exported *+* kg of

the subject goods to India during the POI. Further for arriving at the ex-factory export

price, the Authority has considered adjustrnents on account of post sales expense

including fteight, insurance, inland transportatior\ etc. Accordingly, the ex-factory

export price is calculated and mentioned in the dumping margin table below'

Saudi Ethylene and Polyethylene Company (SEPC) @roducer), National

Petrochemical Industrialization Marketing co. Ltd. @xporter), Basell Trading

International FZE @xPorter)

No Value

79. From the response filed by sEPC, the Authority notes that SEPC has sold the PUC through

its affiliated trader, IWs National Petrochemical Industrialization Marketing Co. Ltd.

('Tasnee Marketing') in the domestic market during the POI. The company has sold ***

MT of the PUC through Tasnee marketing in the domestic market. The domestic sales are

in sufficient volumes when compared with exports to India. To determine the normal value,

the Authority conducted the ordinary course of trade test to determine profit making

domestic sales transactions with reference to the cost of production of the subject goods.

The Authority has considered the cost of production after taking into account the

submissions and information on record. If profit making percentage of all the transactions

is more than 80%, fhen all the transactions in the domestic sales me considered for

determination ofthe normal value and if the profit-making percentage ofall transactions is

less than 80%, only the profitable domestic sales is taken into consideration for

determination of the normal value. ln the present case since mole than 80% of domestic

sales are profitable, hence all the domestic sales have been considered to determine the

normal value for SEPC after allowing adjustments for inland transport and marketing fee.

The normal value so calculated is mentioned in the dumping margin table below.

Export Price

80. SEPC has frled Exporter questionnaires in the prescribed format for the POI. It has exported
*** MT of the subject goods to lndia at an average invoice value of$***/lvIT through its

related traders-exporters lvl/s National Pefrochemical Industrialization Marketing Co. Ltd.

('Tasnee Marketing') and lWs Baselt Trading lntemational FZE ("BIT) during the POI'

Out of the total exports of PUC to India by SEPC, Tasnee marketing has exported * * * MT

and BIT has exported *** MT. The producer/exporter has claimed the adjustment ofocean

freight, inland transportation, port and other related expenses and marketing fee which have

been examined and accepted by the Authority. The Authority also noted that Tasnee
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Marketing and BIT has resold *** MT ofthe subject goods through unrelated naders, who
have not filed the EQR The Authority has taken the bes available information for these
quantities exported through non-cooperative ffaders. For working out export price ofthe
producer lv7s SEPC, the Authority has considered the actual export pric€ for chain
comprising SEPC and cooperating traders who have duly participated in the investigation
and submitted response in the form and manner prescribed, and export price based on the
best available information for the non-cooperating traders of sEpc who had not filed the
information in the form and manner prcscribed. Accordingly, rhe export price for SEpc
has been determined based on the weighted average export price ofall exports, charmels to
India.

81. Further the Authority has also made appropriate adjustrnent for the loss incurred by the
trader i.e. I\4/s Tasnee Marketing, and bank charges. Accordingly, the Net Export price for
this producer/exporter has been worked out and the same is mentioned in the dumping
margin table below.

Normal value and Export price for Non-cooperative exporters in saudi Arabia

82. The Authority notes that no other exporter/producer from saudi Arabia has responded to
the Authority in present investigation. For all the non-cooperative exporterVproducers in
Saudi Arabia the Authority determines the norrnal value and export price on the basis of
facts available. The normal value and the export price so determined is given in the
dumping margin table below.

Thailand

A. Thai Polyethylene company Limited (Producer), scG performance chemicals,
@xporter), SCG Plastic Company @xporter)

Normal Value

83. The response is based on the data filed by Thai polyethylene Co., Ltd. (.TpE), SCc
Performance Chemicals Co., Ltd. (..SCG performance.) and SCG plastics Co., Ltd
("SCG Plastics") (hereinafter referred ro as ..SCG Group',), a group of cooperating
producer and exporters fiom Thailand. It is noted that during the pol, TpE has sold the
PUC to both SCG Performance and scG Plastics which further sold to unrelated
domestic customers. The Authority notes that TPE sold *** MT of the pUC in the
domestic market. The domestic sales were found to be in sufficient volumes when
compared with exports to lndia.

84. To determine the normal value, the Authority conducted the ordinary course ofa uade
test to determine profit-making domestic sales Eansactions with reference to the cost of
production of the subject goods.
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85. The Authority notes that the majority ofthe Ethylene consumed in the production ofthe

PUC has been purchased from the related parties. Further, the Authority notes that

Ethylene purchased from the related parties is in line with the intemational prices

published by reputed publications agencies i.e., ICIS. ln view of the same, the Authority

notes that the purchases of the raw materials are made at arm's length prices.

Accordingly, the Authority has considered the cost ofthe production ofthe subject goods

as maintained in the records of the company.

86. For the purpose of conducting the ordinary course of trade test, the Authority has

considered the price of SCG Performance arid SCG Plastics and made adjustments on

account ofpost factory expenses, SGA expenses, and profits/losses as applicable to bring

the prices to ex-factory at producer's level. Upon ordinary course of trade test, the

Authority notes that ***oz of the sales transactions in the domestic market found to be

profitable, therefore, the Auttrority has considered all the sales made in the domestic

market for determination of the normal value.

87. SCG Group claimed adjustrnents on account of inland freight, packing cost, credit cost,

and other expenses. The Authority has accepted all the adjustments claimed by the SCG

Group provisionally. The normal value at the ex-factory level for SCG Group has been

determined accordingly, and the same is shown in the Dumping Margin Table below.

Exoort Price

88. The Authority notes that TPE has exported a quantity of *** MT, directly to Indian

customers and tbrough traders, namely IWs Sonata General Trading FZC and Gemini

Corporation N.V. The Authority notes that both the traders (i.e., lWs Sonata General

Trading FZC and Gemini Corporation N.V.) have not filed a separate questionnaire

response, and accounts for exports of *** MT out of the total exports listed above. The

Authority notes that the cooperating entities account for ***70 ofthe total sales made by

SCG Group to India. The Authority has taken the best available information for these

quantities exported through non-cooperative traders. For working out expod price ofthe
producer, the Authority has considered the actual export price for chain comprising

producer and cooperating traders who have duly participated in the investigation and

submitted response in the form and manner prescribed, and export price based on the best

available information for the non-cooperating traders of producer who had not filed the

information in the form and manner prescribed. Accordingly, the export price for

producer has been determined based on the weighted average export price ofall exports'

channels to India.

89. TPE claimed adjusunents on account of inland freight, shipping cost, ocean insurance,

packing cost, credit cost, port, and related expenses, and other expenses. In addition, the

Authority also made adjustrnenS oD account ofSGA expenses of the traders to arrive at

the ex-factory price at the producer's level.
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90. Accordingly, the export price for TpE has been determined based on the weighted
average export price to India, and the sarne is shown in the d,mping margin table below.

PTT Global chemical Public company Limited @roducer), GC Marketing
Solutions Company Limited @xporter)

Normal Values : PTT Global Chem ical Public Com Limited. Thailand CG)

91. During the PoI, PTT Global chemical public company Limited, Thailand, has sold the
subject goods in the domestic market to related parties only. The domestic sales are in
sufficient volumes when compared with exports to India. To determine the normal value,
the Authority conducted the ordinary course of hade test to detemrine profit making
domestic sales transactions with reference to the cost ofproduction ofthe subject goods.
The Authority has considered the cost of production after taking into account all
submissions and information on record. If profit making of all transactions is more than
80%, then all the transactions in the domestic sales has been considered for the
determination ofnormal value and in cases, profitable ofall transactions is less than 80%0,
only profitable domestic sales have been taken into consideration for the determination
ofthe normal value. In the present case since ***70 of domestic sales are profitable hence
all the domestic sales have been considered to determine normal value.

92. PTT Global chemical Public company Limited, Thailand, has claimed adjustrnent on
account of inland transportation and packing expenses and the same have been allowed
by the authority. Accordingly, normal value at ex-factory level for prr Global chemical
Public company Limited, Thailand, has been determined and the same is shown in the
Dumping Margin Table below.

Export Price:

93. During the PoI: JSC PTT Global chemical public company Limited, Thailand, sold * * *
MT of the subjea goods to Indi4 1fupugh a related exporter namely, GC Marketing
solutions company Limited, Thailand. It is further noted that Gc Marketing Solutions
company Limite4 Thailand, has exported the subject goods ro lndia directly to Indian
buyers. PTT Global Chemical Public Cornpany Limired, Thailand, has claimed
adjustrnent on account of inland transportation and packing expenses and the same have
been allowed. Accordingly, export price at ex-factory level for prr Global chemical
Public Company Limited, Thailand, has been determined and the same is shown in the
Dumping Margin Table below.

Normal Value and Export price for non-cooperative exporters in Thaitand

94. The Authority notes that no other exporter/producer from Thailand has responded to the
Authority in the present investigation. For all the non-cooperative exporterVproducers in
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Thailand, the Authority determines the normal value and Export Price on the basis of

facts available. The normal value and Export Price so determined is given in the dumping

margin table below.

UAE

Abu Dhabi Polymen Co. Ltd @oroage) LLC. (Producer) and Borouge Pte Ltd

(Exporter/Trade)

Normal Value

95. Abu Dhabi Polymers Co. Ltd (Borouge) L.L.C. ('ADPCL') is engaged in the production

of the subject goods in UAE. ADPCL is a Joint Venture between Abu D National

Oil Comoany ("ADNOCI and Borealis. ADPCL makes domestic sales in UAE and also

exports to India through its related company Borouge Pte Ltd. Boft ADPCL and Borouge

Pte Ltd have provided all the relevant information in the requisite forrnats. The domestic

sales are in sufficient volumes when compared with exports to lndia.

96. During the course of the investigation, it was noted that ADPCL is captively producing

Ethylene, which is used in the production of LDPE. The key raw mate$al used by

ADPCL for manufacturing Ethylene during the POI was Ethane. ADPCL procured

Ethane from its related pafiy ADNOC during the POI rmder feedstock supply agreement.

The Auttrority requested ADPCL to provide justification with documentary evidence

substantiating that the price at which Ethane is procured by them from ADNOC is an

arm's length price. ADPCL has provided feedstock supply agreement with ADNOC for

supply of Ethane. The price between ADNOC and ADPCL is govemed by the said

agreement. Apart fiom providing the feedstock supply agreement, ADPCL has provided

the published market prices of Ethane (sourced from marketwatch.com).

97 . As ADPCL has provided sufficient evidence substantiating that the price at which Ethane

is procured by them from ADNOC is an arm's length price, the Authority has adopted

the price of Ethane as claimed by ADPCL. The Authority has also sought justification

that utilities are purchased at arm's length price. ADPCL has provided detailed

explanation along with backup documents justirying those utilities are purchased at arm's

length price. Further, the Authority has also examined the other conversion costs.

Therefore, Authority has adopted all costs as claimed by ADPCL as amended during the

verification exercise and determined the cost of sales for ordinary course of trade test.

98. To determine the normal value, the Authority conducted the ordinary course of trade test

using the cost of sales determined as above to determine profit making domestic sales

transactions. It was noted that ADPCL has sold*x* MT ofthe subject goods having total

invoice value ofUSD ***.
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99. The Authority examined whether the profit-making transactions are more than g0% or
not. If the profitrnaking transactions are more than 80%, all transactions in the domestic
sales are to be considered for the determination of normal value and in cases profit
making transactions are less than 80%, only profrtable domestic sales are to be taken into
consideration for the determination of the normal value. In the present case, the profit-
making transactions were more than 80% and therefore all domestic sales transactions
have been considered for determination of normal value. ADpcL has claimed
adjustments for inland transportation, handling expenses, credit cost and packing cost
and the same have been allowed by the Authority.

l00.Accordingly, norrnal value at ex-factory level has been determined for ADpcL and the
same is shown in the Dumping Margin Table below.

Exoo Price

101. During the PoI, ADPCL has exported the subject goods to India through its related
hader namely, Borouge Pte Ltd ('Borouge"). ADpcL and Borouge have provided all the
relevant information in the requisite formats. It is noted from tle response that during the
PoI, ADPCL has directly exported *** MT through Borouge having total invoice value of
usD ***. ADPCL has claimed adjustments on account of freight, port and other related
expenses, packing expenses and credit cost. All the adjusfinents have been allowed by the
Authority. The ex-factory export price as deterrnined is given in the dumping margin table.

Normal Value and Export Price for Non-Cooperative eiporters in UAE

102. The Authority notes that there are no known producer and exporter in uAE, and it is also
noted that the applicant has not mentioned any other producer and exporter from UAE in
his petition. Accordingly, it has been decided not to determine residual dumping margin
for UAE.

(i) Oatar Petrochemical Comnanv (OAPCO) O.P.J.S.C. and Oatar Chemical and
Petroch emical Marketins and Distribution Companv Muntaiat) .P.J.S.C.

NormaI Velue

103. Based on the data filed by Qarar Petrochemical Company (eApCO) e.p.J.S.C., a
producer of the PUC and it's related exporter Qatar Chemical and Petrochemical Marketing
and Distribution company (Muntajat) Q.P.J.s.c., it is noted that during the pol, domestic
sales have been made to unaffiliated customers. It is noted that Muntajat, being the selling
arm of QAPCo, procures the PUC from QApco and subsequently sells it to all markets,
including the domestic market, in line with the applicable agreement between eApco and
Muntajat. The Authority notes that Muntajat sold **!r MT of the pUC in the domestic
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market during the PoI. The domestic sales were found to be in suffrcient volumes when

compared with exports to India.

104. To determine the normal value, the Authority conducted the ordinary course ofa trade

test to determine profit-making domestic sales transactions with reference to the cost of
production of the subject goods. With regard to the cost reported by QAPCO, the Authority

assessed the captive consrunption and purchases of ethylene, the primary raw material, as

well as other inputs and utilities. The Authority notes that QAPCO has provided evidence

to establish that the purchase price of ethylene was in line with the contractual terms with

the supplier, which is based on the published prices from reputed joumals as ICIS, Dewitts,

Argus Medi4 etc. Further, the feedstock purchased for the capive manufacture of ethylene

was also established to be based on relevant contractual temrs, whereby the prices were

substantially above the published market prices. In view of the same, the Authority notes

that the purchases / transfer of the raw materials are made at arm's length prices.

Accordingly, the Authority has considered the cost of the production of the subject goods

as maintained in the records of the company.

105 . For the purpose ofcalculating the ex-factory price at the producer's level, the Authority

has considered the invoice price and made adjusnnents on account ofpost'factory expenses,

trader's SGA expenses, and Muntajat's marketing fee (as per the applicable agreement) to

bring the prices to ex-factory at producer's level. Upon conducting the ordinary course of
trade test, the Authority notes that all the tansactions in the domestic market are found to

be profitable, whereby the Authority has considered all the sales made in the domestic

market for determination of the normal value.

106. Muntajat and QAPCO have claimed adjustments on accolmt of discounts, inland

freight, inland insurance, bank charges, credit cost, and other adjusrnents. The Authority

has accepted all the adjusEnents claimed based on the verification documents filed. The

normal value at the ex-factory level for QAPCO and Muntajat has been determined

accordingly, and the same is shown in the Dumping Margin Table below.

Exoort Price

lO7. The Authority notes that QAPCO, through its related exporter Muntajat, has exported

a total quantity of *** MT to lndian customers. The Authority, for calculating the export

price has considered the data filed by the Muntajat and QAPCO based on the verification

documents frled thereby allowing adjusfinents on account of shipping cost, ocean

insurance, handling charges, bank charges, and other expenses' ln addition, the Authority

also made adjustnents on account of SGA expenses and marketing fee of the related

exporter (Muntajat) as per the applicable agleement to arrive at the ex-factory price at the

producer's level.

108. Accordingly, the export price for QAPCO and Muntajat has been determined based on

the weighted average export price to India, and the same is shown in the dumping margin

table below.
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Normsl Value and Export Price for Non-Cooperative exporters in eatar

109. The Authority notes that there are no known producer and exporter in eatar, and it is also
noted that the applicant has not mentioned any other producer and exporter from eatar
in his petition. Accordingly, it has been decided not to determine residual dumping
margin for Qatar.

USA

A. Equistar Chemicals LP

110. The response frled by Equistar chemicals LP ('Equistar') shows that it has exported
goods through two traders, which have not participated in the investigation. Further,
Equistar has supplied goods produced by producers, that have also not participated.
Accordingly, the Authority finds that Equistar camot be allowed an individual dumping
margin.

B Westlake Longview Corporation (Producer), Westlake Polymers LLC (Producer),
Tetra Pak Global Supply SA @xporter)

(ii) Westlake Lonsview Corooration and Westlake PoIvmers LLC

Normal Value

111. During the POI, two legal entities i.e. Westlake Longview Corporation and Westlake
Polymers LLC (hereinafter collectively refened to as "Westlake") that are part of the
Westlake Chemical Group were involved in the production of PUC. The two
aforementioned entities have filed their questionnaire responses.

I 12. The two entities have sold the PUC to unrelated traders / users in the domestic market
and the domestic sales are in suflicient volumes when compared with exports to India.

I13. With regard to the claims made against Westlake regrding raw material procuement
price from related parties, the Authority notes that Westlake has procured the major raw
material Ethylene from its related company. Further, the Authority notes that Ethylene
purchased from the related parties are in line with the intemational prices published by
reputed publications agency namely "The PetroChem Wire, part of OPIS by IHS Markit".
In view ofthe same, the Authority notes that the purchases ofthe raw materials are made
at arm's length prices. Accordingly, the Authority has considered the cost of the
production ofthe subject goods after taking into account all submissions and information
on record.

114. To determine the normal value, the Authority conducted the ordinary course oftrade test
to determine profit making domestic sales transactions with reference to the cost of
production of the subject goods. Since the profit-making transactions were more than
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80%, the Authority has considered all the transactions in the domestic market for the

determination of the normal value.

115. Westlake has claimed adjustnens on account of debit note, credit note, inland freight,

packing cost, credit costs and other adjushnents. The Authority has accepted all the

adjustments. The normal value at ex-factory level for the two entities has been

determined accordingly, and the same is shown in the Dumping Margin Table below.

Export Price

1 16. The Authority notes that only one of the aforementioned entities i.e., Westlake Longview

Corporation has exported a quantity of *+* MT to lndia tbrough its unrelated traders (i)

Tena Pak Global Supply SA, who in tum sold the PUC to its related user i.e., Tetra Pak

India Private Ltd and (ii) Bamberger Group, who in tum sold the PUC to lndian

custome$ during the POI. Westlake polymers LLC has not exported the subject goods

to lndia

117. Westlake Longview Corporation along with Tetra Pak Global Supply SA and Teha Pak

India Private Ltd have filed their questionnaire responses.

118. The Authority notes that the cooperating entities account for about ***o% of the total

sales made by Westlake Longview Corporation to lndia, whereby the quantity reported by

it and its traders has been adopted by the Authority as exports to lndia by Westlake for

determining the dumping and injury margin. The Authority has taken the best available

information for these quantities exported through non-cooperative traders. For working out

export price of the producer, the Authority has considered the actual export price for chain

comprising producer and cooperating traders who have duly participated in the

investigation and submitted response in the form and manner prescribed, and export price

based on the best available information for the non-cooperating traders of producer who

had not filed the information in the form and manner prescribed. Accordingly, the export

price for producer has been determined based on the weighted average export price ofall
exports' channels to India.

1 19. The Authority, while calculating the export price has considered verified actual data of
the producer, Westlake Longview Corporation. Westlake has claimed adjustrnents on

account ofdebit note, credit note, shipping cost, credit cost and other expenses and the

same have been allowed.

120. Accordingly, the Authority has determined weighted average dumping margin for both

related producers i.e Wesflake Longview Corporation and Wesflake Polymers LLC and

the same is mentioned in the dumping margin table.

Normal value and Exoort Price for Non-Cooperative eroorters in the United States

of America
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121. The Authority notes that no other exporter/producer from uSA has responded to the
Authority in present investigation. For all the non-cooperative exporters/producers in
USA, the Authority determines the normal value and Export price on the basis of facts
available. The normal value and Export price so determined is given in the dumping
margin table below.

G.4. Determination of dumDrtrStrrrce
122. It is noted that in the present investigation many cooperating producem and exporters are

related to each other and form a group of related companies. It has been the consistent
practice of the Authority to consider related exporting producers and exporters as one
single entity for the determination ofa dumping margin and, thus, to establish one single
dumping margin for them. This is, in particular, because calculating individual dumping
margins might encourage circumvention of anti-dumping measures, thus, rendering them
ineffective, by enabling related exporting producers to channel their exports to India
through the company with the lowest individual dumping margin.

123. It is noted from the examination of the responses filed by lws Sadara and lvl/s Rabigh
that both the companies are related in the sense that the majority shareholding in Sadara
is held by a wholly owned subsidiary ofSaudi Aramco, and Saudi Armco is also related
to Petro Rabigh. It is also noted that most of the exports from petro Rabigh are made to
India through Aramco chemicals co. (ACC) which is a flrlly owned subsidiary of saudi
Aramco. In accordance with the above, related producers and exporters i.e Rabigh and
Sadara have been regarded as one single entity and attributed one single dumping margin
which was calculated on the basis of the weighted average of the dumping margin of the
cooperating related producers and exporters.

124. considering the normal value and export price for the subject goods, the dumping
margins for the subject goods from the subject counhies have been determined as
follows:

Subject
Countries

Name
Producer

of Net
Export
Price

Normal
Value
USD/MT

Dumping
Margin

Dumping
Margin
o/o

wt
Dumping
Margin

wt
avefage
Djl{%

Range

Qatar

Qatar
Petrochemical
Company
(QAPco)
Q.P.J.S.C

Negative

USA

Westlake
Longview
Corporation 20-30%
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40-50YoAll Others

20-30%
Thai
Polyethylene
Co., Ltd.

t0-20%

PTT Global
Chemical
Public
Company
Limited
(PTTCG)

40-50%

Thailand

All Others

0-10%

Rabigh
Refining &
Petrochemical
Company

0-t0%
Sadara
chemical
company

0-10%

Saudi
Ethylene and
Polyethylene
Company
(sEPC)

0-10%All others

Saudi
Arabia

NegativeUAE

Abu Dhabi
Polymers Co.
Ltd (Borouge)
L.L.C.
(ADPCL)

30-40YoSingapore All producers

Westlake
Polymers
LLC

H. DETERMINATION OF INJI,]RY AI\D CAUSAL LII\IK

H.1. Submissions bv the other interested parties

125. The following submissions have been made by the other interested parties with regard to

injury and causal link:
a. Imports ftom Qatar should not be cumulated with imports ftom the other subject

countries because there is no dumping from Qatar, imports ftom Qatar have been

influenced by different dynamics and face different conditions of competition, the

applicant has not produced autoclave grade and there is no competition between

such goods. Further, while price of imports from Qatar is higher and the price

undercutting is negligible, volume of imports from Qatar has declined in absolute

and relative terms.

b. The prices of imports from Westlake arc not undercutting the prices of the domestic

industry.
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c. The exports of Borouge cannot cause injury as they are negligible as compared
total imports in India

d. The petitioner has not provided co,ntry-wise market share with an intention to
conceal critical information.

e. There is no injury to the domestic industry as the capacity and production of the
domestic industry has increased. In a multi-product plant, trends of production are
the best parameter to assess volume effect ofthe subject imports instead ofcapacity
utilisation. The production of the domestic industry has increased over the injury
period. The number of employees and productivity of the domestic industry
increased.

f. The domestic industry has not suffered any injury as the volume of imports has
declined in absolute and relative terms, market share of imports has declined and
that of the applicant has improved.

g. There is no correlation between profits and price undercutting as the profits have
moved independently of price undercutting. The decline in selling price of the
domestic industry is due to other factors as it has moved independently of the cost
and import prices.

h. The landed price, capacity, productiorl productivity, sales volume and value,
number of employees, wages, fxed assets, profits before interest and capacity
utilisation have improved in the period of investigation, despite the lockdown due
to COVID-l9 and the applicant has done well and achieved highest ever polymer
production.

i. Imports have declined while the sales ofpetitioner increased.
j. There is no correlation between volume and value of imports and profrtability of

the domestic industry.
k. The Appellate Body, in Thailand - H Beams (WT/DS122/AB/R), noted that all the

factors listed in Anicle 3.4 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement must be evaluated by
the Authority in examining injury. The panel in the case noted that when there is a
positive movement in a number of factors, a finding on injury would require a
compelling explanation from the investigating authorities.

l. The domestic indusfy has suffered injury due to increase in capacity leading to
high depreciation and interest costs, and initial operational fixed costs.

m. The petrochemical segment of the domestic industry was impacted in quarter I of
2020-21 due to nationwide lockdown and supply chain disruption. The period of
investigation should be divided into two, period of lockdown and period during
which there was no lockdown in order to ensue that the injury caused due to
lockdown is not attributed to the subject imports.

n. In United states - Anti-Dumping Measrues on certain Hot Rolled Steel products

from Japan" the Appellate Body held that injury caused to ttre domestic industry by
factors other than dumped imports must be segregated fiom the injury caused due
to dumping.

o. The applicant uses Naptha to produce ethylene which costs more than cost of
producing ethylene from ethane. The product is a capital intensive product. In
safeguard investigation on cold Rolled Flat products of stainless steel of 4400
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Series, the Director General held that high depreciation and finance charges were

responsible for losses and as a result the causation analysis failed.

p. lncrease in depreciation and amortization exp€nses shows unusual trend as it is
more than the increase in installed capacity. Increase in average capital employed

is much more than the increase in installed capacity.

q. There is no causal link as the injury is due to unsable global macro-economic

environment as mentioned by the applicant in its annual report. Trade barriers,

excess capacities, geo-political uncertainties and regulatory pressure had a negative

impact on perfomrance of the applicant.

r. Increase in cost of ethylene led to increase in losses and not imports.

s. The petitioner has suffered due to weak demand in domestic market and diversion

of production to exports, which resulted in lower margins.

t. The petitioner has sufiered injury as a result of the product imported by it. Injury

caused due to imports made by the domestic industry cannot be considered and the

same should be removed from the volume of the subject imports.

u. Increase in inventory cannot be taken in isolation for determining injury. It may be

due to increase in capacity and domestic and export sales of the domestic industry

and the decline in cash profits is due to fall in oil prices and effect of COVID-19 in

the last quarter of 2019-20.

v. lmpact ofCovid-I9 restrictions on the operations ofthe petitioner and its customers

should be considered.

w. The domestic industry has admitted that it has been forced to resort to

unremunerative exports. The Authority should seek information regarding the

export obligations that rhe domestic industry under any advance licenses or ifany

capital goods have been imported under EPCG.

x. Imports ofthe subject goods is inevitable as there is demand-supply gap in India

and the demand is growing. The applicant increased its capacrty, and its plant is

working at optimum level, hence tlere is no scope for enhancement ofproduction.

The applicant exports the product and maintains limited inventory to fulfil such

demand. Due to limited inventory maintenance, it had to import the subject goods

during its plant shutdown

y. Within the polymer value chain, RIL uses ethylene feedstock for a number of
products. Being a Fofit-oriented organizatioq RIL would natumlly allocate

resources towards more profitable products. Therefore, to obtain an accurate

picture of the performance of RIL, it is important to assess the overall performance

of entire polymer value chain. Such an examination would show that average 5-

year margin of the polyester segrnent has improved.

z. A retum of22% should not be allowed as it was introduced as a guideline to Price

Control Order 1976-77 and the interest cost has reduced since then. A fixed and

pre-determined formula cannot be considered reasonable. In the case of Bridge

Stone Tyre Manufacturing & others vs. Designated Authority, CESTAT has

observed that the practice of grantin g a ret.lrn of 22o/o on capital employed gave an

inllated picture of price underselling.
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aa. Format L indicates that advertisements, other admin overheads, other selling &
distribution overheads, commission on sales, discounts / rebates, freight ourward
and export related expense have been included in non-injurious price, which is not
appropriate.

bb. claim ofthe applicant to disregard Annexure - III in computation ofnon-injurious
price should not be considered. As per the Manual, the Authority is bound by the
principles laid down in Annexure III, as held in Designated Authority v. Andhra
Petrochemicals Limited.

H.2. Submissions bv the domcstic irdustrv

126. The following submissions have been made by the domesic industry with regard to the
injury and causal link:
a. Cumulative analysis of injury is appropriate as the conditions for cumulation are

met.

b. Cumulative assessment of injury is appropriate for Qatar, as the prices of imports
from Qatar moved in tandem with the prices from the other subject countries.

c. The profitability of the domestic industry was lower in 2018-19 due to shutdown
of one of the plants. The profitability of the domestic industry has witnessed a

decline even ifthe effect of such shutdown is excluded.
d. The imports from the subject countries, in relation to production and consumption,

first declined in 2018-19 due to the enhanced domestic capacities, and thereafter,
increased sigrificanfly in the period of investigation.

e. Even post enhancement of capacities, the volume of imports has increased much
more than the increase in demand as compared to 2018-19.

f. The imports in relation to demand-supply gap have increased over the injury
period.

g. The landed price of imports has declined over the injury period despite an increase
in the price of raw marerial, ethylene.

h. The domestic industry has been forced to sell at low prices as the mark-up ofimport
price over ethylene cost has reduced over the injury period.

i. Contrary to the claims ofthe interested parties, the price of domestic industry has

declined during the period.
j. Even though the domestic industry is selling at lower prices, the price undercutting

is positive and sigrificant.
k. The interested parties have argued that the price undercutting has reduced over the

injury period. However, the price undercutting for only the period of investigation
is relevant as is evident from various findings of the Authority. Even other
jurisdictions such as Australia and European Union determine price undercutting
only for the period of investigation.

l. The decrease in price undercutting shows that the domestic industry was forced to
compete with the prices of the subject impons.

m. In response to the contention that the imports from Westlake are not undercutting
the prices ofthe domestic industry, it was submitted that price undercutting is seen
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for the subject countries as a whole. Even if price undercutting is negative, it does

not imply that the duties cannot be imposed againsl Westlake as the duties depend

upon the dumping margin and injury margin.

n. The subject imports have suppressed and depressed the prices of the domestic

industry.

o. Connary to the claims of the interested parties, the applicant has analysed the

parameters of price suppression or depression, employment, stocks and retum on

investnent in the petition. Price, costs and investments arc not injury parameters

and do not require analysis.

p. Despite there being ample demand in the country, the increase in sales is not

commensurate with the increase in production.

q. The market share ofthe domestic industry has declined as compared to the previous

year.

r. The domestic industy has lost its potential market share to the subject imports. The

domestic industry had the capacity to cater to much higher share of demand than it

held in the period of investigation.

s. As regards the contention that country-wise market share was not provided, it was

submitted that since cumulative analysis is required, country-wise market share is

of no relevance.

t. Due to availability of the cheaper imports in India the domestic industry was

forced to export the subject goods.

u. Contrary to claims of interested parties, the applicant did not export mder advance

license or EPCG license and is willing to provide any information in this regard to

the Authority.
v. Even though the domestic industry exported the subject goods, its average

inventories have increased.

w. The domestic industry has eamed profits much less than the target profits in order

to achieve 227o retum on investment.

x. The profitability, cash profits and retum on investnent of the domestic industry

has declined over the injury period.

y. On the contention that increase in average capital employed and depreciation

expenses is more than increase in installed capacity, it was submitted that in a
capital-intensive product, sigrificant investment is required to expand capacity and

it is not necessary that increase in capacity is the same as capital employed. Increase

in depreciation is linked with net fixed assets and not increase in capacity.

z. The mark-up of landed price over raw material cost has reduced, which shows

injury is not due to high finance and depreciation costs. Earnings Before Interest,

Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA) and the mark-up eamed over

variable cost of the domestic industry has decreased over the injury period.

aa- The interested parties have contended that there is no correlation between the

imports and profitability of the domestic industry. However, the profitability of the

domestic industry has moved in tandem with the mark up of the import price over

the raw material cost.
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bb. Regarding the contention that even with decline in erhylene, pBIT per unit has
declined, it was submitted that the interested parties have compared the profits in
the base year to the period of investigation while ethylene prices have been
compared between the period of investigation and the previous year.

cc. No other known factors have caused injury to the domestic industry, and the injury
to the domestic industry is caused due to dumping.

dd' Regarding the reliance by the interested parties on annual report that injury is due
to unstable global macro-economic environment, it was submitted that the
statement in the annual report refers to petochemical as a whole and not the subject
goods.

ee. The applicant has no objection to dividing the period of investigation in two parts
which is the period of lockdown and the period during which there was no
lockdown. The applicant has submitted data for 2019-20 and April - June 2020. It
is evident from the data that in April 2020 - June 2020, the volume of imports in
absolute and relative terms has declined, price undercutting has declined, volume
parameters of the applicant have improved, and it has eamed a reasonable retum
on investment. Thus, the domestic industry did not suffered injury due to
lockdown.

tr As regards the contention that the applicant has suffered due to weak demand and
diversion to exports, it was submitted that the demand for subject goods has
increased and was sufficient for the applicant to utilize is whole capacity. The
applicant was forced to export due to unfavoruable market conditions.

cc. There is no impact of covlD-I9 restrictions on the applicant or the customers as
the applicant has operated its plant at optimum capacity and even the demand for
imports has inqeased.

hh. No injury has been caused due to imports by the domestic industry as they are
negligible in volume, priced higher than price of imports from eatar and are not at
injurious prices.

ii. Regarding the contention that the injury caused due to imports made by the
domestic industry cannot be considered and such volumes should be removed, it
was submitted that the applicant has no objection to such approach. The price of its
imports is higher than average price of the subject imports and exclusion of the
same would substantiate the injury suffered by it.

jj. Only one of the plants of the domestic industy was shut down for two months.
Even ifthe effect ofshutdown is excluded, there would not be a difference in trends
of injury.

kk. confrary to the claims of the interested parties, the supply by RIL cannot be erratic
as the applicant is operating at optimum capacity and supplying 64% market. It has
huge inventories, had there been more orders, the applicant would have fulfilled
them. The applicant was forced to export as it was not getting orders in the domestic
market.

ll. Regarding the contention that injury is due to high cost ofethylene using naptha, it
was submitted that the applicant has been producing the subject goods using naptha
throughout the injury period but did not suffer injury in the earlier period. In
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European Union - Biodiesel (Argentina) the Appellate Body held that the

Authority is not required to conduct a non-attibution analysis with respect to

features inherent to the domestic industry and have remained unchanged over the

injury period.

mm. ln response to the contention that Borouge cannot cause injury as the exports by it

are negtigible, it was submitted that the injury determination is made for the subject

countries as a whole and not exporter-wise. Negligible quantity of imports may not

reflect actual export price and may be influenced by many factors. It should not be

considered for determination of individual dumping margin'

nn. Regarding tle contention that overall performance of the entire polymer chain

should be evaluated, it was submitted that such analysis is against the legal

provisions. The analysis of dumped imports has to be assessed in relation to like

article. Further, ethylene has not been diverted to any other product as the domestic

industry has increased its capacity utilization for LDPE.

oo. Regarding the contention that the injury was claimed on outdated data it was

submitted that the applicant has filed post initiation submissions demonstrating

injury based on uPdated data.

pp. contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the data for post investigation

period is not required as the applicant has established that the injury suffered is not

attributable to any ofthe factors listed by the interested parties'

qq. contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the applicant has not requested to

disregard the principles of Annexure - III. The applicant has requested for

consideration of retum on investsnent on the captive inpu! ethylene which is

recorded at cost. The applicant has invested a sigrificant amount for its cracker

plant, and it should be able to eam a retum on the cracker to the extent it is utilized

for LDPE. The Authority on multiple instances has acknowledged that it allows a

retum for captive input valued at cost.

rr. Contrary to the claims of the interested parties, advertisement expeffies and other

administrative overheads cannot be excluded from determination of non-injurious

price as they are not post ex-factory expenses and such exclusion is not provided

in the law.

ss. Contrary to the claims of the interested parties, the Tribunal has taken a consistent

view of allowing 22o/o rettxt unless a need for taking a different return is

demonstrated. In Bridge Stone Tyre Manufacturing v. Designated Authority, the

interested parties had placed evidence on record that the global retum of the

industry was lower. Even if the past retums of the domestic industry are considered,

it would be higher than22Yo.

tt. ln response to the contention that some months in the period of investigation of I 5

months was affected by the lockdown in India, it was submitted that there is no

requirement that the period of investigation should be unaffected by any other

factor. The only requirement is that injurious effect of any other factor should be

segregated.
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H.3. Examination bv the Authoritv

127. The submissions made by the domestic indusbry with regard to the injury and causal link
related issues have been examined. The injury analysis made by the Authority hereunder
ipso facto addresses the various submissions made by the interested parties.

128. Annexure-Il Para (iii) ofthe Rules provides that in case where imports ofa product from
more than one country are being simultaneously subjected to anti-dumping
investigations, the Authority will cumulatively assess the effect of such imports, in case
it determines that:

a. The margin of dumping established in relation to the imports fiom each country is
more than two percent expressed as percentage of export price and the volume of
the imports from each country is three percent (or more) of the import of like article
or where the export of individual countries is less than tbree percent, the imports
collectively account for more than seven percent of the import of like article, and

b. A cumulative assessment of the effects of the imports is appropriate in light of the
conditions of competition between the imported products and the conditions of
competition bet'ween the imported products and the like domestic products.

129. With regards to the argument raised by the other interested parties about decumulation
of imports from Qatar, the Authority notes that though the volume of imports from eatar
is more than 3o/o of the total imports, the imports of ttre subject goods from known
producer and exporter from Qatar i.e QAPCO are un dumped, and since there is no other
known producer and exporter from Qatar, and therefore, the entire volume of imports
from Qatar are not included in the injury analysis.

130. Similarly, it is noted that exports from UAE are un dumped, and since there are no other
known producer and exporter from UAE, the volume of imports from UAE are excluded
from the injury analysis.

131. Accordingly, the subject countries would herein after comprise of USA, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, and Thailand.

132. With regards to the rest of the imports of the subject goods from the other subject
countries, the Authority notes that:
a. The subject good are being dumped into India fiom the subject countries except

UAE and Qatar. The margins of dumping from each of these subject countries are

more than de minimis limits prescribed under the Rules.
b. The volume of imports from each of these subject counuies is individually more

than 3% of the total volume of imports.
c. Cumulative assessments of the effects of imports are appropriate as the exports

from the subject countries not only directly compete with the like articles offered
by each of them but also the like articles offered by the domestic industry in the
Indian market.
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133. ln view of the above, the Authority considers it appropriate to cumulatively assess the

effects of dumped imports of the subject goods from the subject cormtries except Qatar
and UAE on the domestic industry.

134. The Authority has taken note ofthe argument and counter arguments of all the interested

parties with regard to injury to the domestic industry. The injury analysis so made by the
Authority hereinunder addresses the various submissions made by the interested parties.

135. With regards the argurnents of individual producers / exporters that imports by such
producers / exporters have not caused injury to the domestic industry, the Authority notes

that, once the conditions of cumulation are satisfied, the analysis of alleged injurious
impact of imports is required to be examined for the subject countries as whole and not
for individual countries or individual exporters.

136. With regards the contenfion that examination of the polyester segment of Reliance
lndustries would show an improved performance, the Authority notes as per the
provisions of para (vi) of Annexure - II to the fuiti-Dumping Rules, the effect of imports
on parameters of the domestic industry shall be assessed in relation to the like article
only.

" (vi) The efect of the dumped imports shall be assessed in relation to the domestic
production of the lil<e article when available data permit the separate identification
of that production on the basis of such criteria as the production process,

producers' sales and proJits. If such separate identiJication of that production is
not possible, the efects ofthe dumped imports shall be assessed by the examination
of the production of the narrovest group or range of products, which includes the

lilre product, for which the necessary information can be provided. "

Therefore, analysis of the effect of dumped imports is required to be undertaken in
relation to the domestic production of the like product where the separate data permit
such examination. Only in the cases where such examination is no possible due to
collective data, the Authority is required to examine the production of narrowest group
or range of products which includes the domestic like product. In the present case,

separate data for the performance of the domestic industry in terms of production, sale

and profitability ofthe like article has been provided by the domestic industry. Since such
separate data is on record, and has been verified by the Authority, it shall form basis of
the injury analysis, in accordance with the provisions of para (vii) above. Accordingly,
the performance of polymer segment as whole of Reliance Industries Limited is not
relevant.

137. Since the period of investigation is not of 12 months, in order to ensue that the
actuaUindexed figures are directly comparable with preceding years, the achul/indexed
data has been annualized and mentioned in this finding.
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H.3.lVolu effect of the dumDed im on domestic dustrv

a) Assessment of demand/ Apparent consumption
13 8. The Authority has taken into consideration, for the purpose of the present investigation,

demand or apparent consumption ofthe product in India as the sum of domestic sales of
Indian Producers and imports from all sources:

Particulars Units 2016-t7 2017-t8 2018-19 POI POr (A)
Sales of domestic
industry MT

Trend lndexed
100 tl7 22s 224 224

Subject imports MT 1,15,583 1,20,485 92,659 1,44,248 I,15,398

Trend Indexed
100 104 80 100 100

Other imports MT 1,79,197 2,20,453 I,43,835 1,66,950 I,33,560

Trend lndexed
100 123 80 75 75

Demand MT

Trend lndexed
100 ll6 139 I4 I l4l

139. It is seen that the demand for the subject goods increased throughout the injury period
and was the highest during the period of investigation. Demand has increased by 41%
over the injury period.

b) Import volumes from the subject countries

140. With regard to the volume of the dumped imports, the Authority is required to consider
whether there has been a significant increase in dumped imports, either in absolute terms
or relative to production or consumption in India. For the purpose of injwy analysis, the
Authority has relied on the transaction wise import data procured from DGCI&S. The
factual position is as follows:

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI POI (A)
Import volume

Subject countries MT 1,15,583 1,20,485 92,659 1,44,248 l,15,398
Saudi Arabia MT 90,408 83,381 40,134 66,980 53,584
Singapore MT 980 1,899 18,686 2t,584 17,267

Thailand MT 7,716 20,u7 12,996 l9 944 15,955

USA MT 16,479 14,758 20,842 35,741 28,592
Other countries MT 1,79,197 2,20,4s3 I,43,835 l,66,950 1,33,560

Total imports MT 2,94,780 3,40,938 2,36,494 3,1 1,198 2,48,958
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Subject imports in relation to

46% 460/o35% 39%o/o 39%Total imports

%Production

29 31 33100 66
IndexedTrend

%Consumption

7l 7t100 90 58
lndexedTrend

141. The Authoriry notes:

a. The subject imports increased in 2017-18 but declined thereafter, in 2018-19, as

the domestic industry increased is capacity. The volume of the subject imports

increased during the period of investigation as compared to the previous year'

b. The subject imports in relation to Indian production have declined over the injuy
period.

c. The imports in relation to consumption showed a decline in 2018-19, but increased

during the period of investigation. The decline as compared to the base year is a

result of increase in the capacity of the domestic industry.

H.3.2Price effect of the dumped im orts on the donestic industry

142. With regard to the effect of the dumped imports on prices, it is required to be analyzed

whether there has been a sigrificant price undercutting by the alleged dumped imports

as compared to the price of the like products in India, or whether the effect of such

imports is otherwise to depress prices or prevent price increases, which otherwise would

have occurred in the normal course. The impact on the prices ofthe domestic industry on

account of the dumped imports from the subject countries has been examined with

reference to price undercutting, price suppression and price depression, ifany.

a) Price undercutting
1 43 . For the purpose of price undercutting analysis, the selling price of the domestic industry

has been compared with the weighted average import price from the subject countries.

Accordingly, the price undercutting ofthe dumped imports from the subject country work

out as follows:

Price undercutting Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI

Saudi Arabia

Landed price RSA4T 86,969 88,430 84,647 76,116

Trend Indexed 100 r02 97 88

Selling price RSA,IT

Trend Indexed 100 94 9l 8l

Price undercutting RYMT
Trend lndexed 100 5l 55 4l
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Price undercutting %
Price undercutting Range 1s-25% 5-15% 5-l5o/o 5-ts%
Singapore

Landed price RsA,IT 81,903 77,742 78,756 72,295
Trend lndexed 100 95 96 88
Selling price RsAdT
Trend lndexed 100 94 9t 81
Price undercutting RYMT
Trend lndexed 100 93 7t 50
Price undercutting %
Price wrdercutting Range 25-35o/o 20-30% r5-25% l0-20o/o
Thailand

Landed price RSA,IT 90 t49 9t,482 92,258 78,s96
Trend lndexed 100 I0 I 102 87
Selling price RYMT
Trend Indexed r00 94 9t 8l
Price undercufting RSA,IT

Trend lndexed 100 39 J 3l
Price undercutting o/o

Price undercutting Range l0-20o/o 5-15% 0-10% 0-10%
USA

Landed price RsAdT 69,081 80,346 84,090 72,691
Trend Indexed t00 116 122 I 05

Selling price RsA4T
Trend Indexed 100 94 9t 81
Price undercutting F.sA,IT

Trend Indexed 100 48 26 29
Price undercutting o/o

Price undercutting Range 45-55% l5-25o/o 5-l5o/o t0-20%
Subject countries

Landed price RsAdT 84,60r 87,789 84,401 75,039
Selling price RsA{T
Trend Indexed 100 94 9l 8l
Price undercutting RsA,tT
Trend Indexed 100 48 49 4l
Price undercutting %
Price undercutti ng Range 15-2s% 5-ts% 5-r5% 5-15%
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144. It is seen that the subject imports are entering the Indian market at a price below the

domestic selling price of the domestic industry, resulting in positive price undercutting

throughout the injurY Period

b) PricesupPression/dePression

145. In order to determine whether the dumped imports are depressing or suppressing the

domestic prices and whether the effect of such imports is to suppress prices to a

sigrificant degree or prevent price increase which otherwise would have occurred in

normal course, the changes in the costs and prices over the injury period is examined in

the table below:

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI

Cost of sales RVMT

Trend lndexed 100 108 137 111

Selling price RSA,IT

Trend lndexed 100 94 9l 81

Landed price RSA,TT

Trend Indexed 100 104 100 89

146. The Authority notes that the cost of sales ofthe domestic industry increased till 2018-19,

but declined thereafter in the period of investigation as compared to the previous year.

The cost ofraw material has followed the sarne trend. In particular, it is noted that over

the injury period, the cost of sales has increased by ***vo, despite that the landed price

of imports has declined by ll%. Since the price of imports was lower, the domestic

industry also reduced its price. Therefore, rhe Authority finds that the imports of the

subj ect goods from the subject countries have suppressed and depressed the prices of the

domestic industrY.

c)

147

Evolution of prices

The cost of production of the domestic industry increased by ***o7o from 2016-17 to the

period of investigation. one of the factors impacting the cost of production was the

increase in the raw material price, namely, ethylene, which is the feedstock for the subject

goods. The price of such raw material increased by 5%o over the same period' However'

despite an increase in the price of raw material, the landed price of the subject imports

has declined. As a result, the selling price of the domestic industry has also declined in

order to comp€te with the imports in the market.

H.3.3Economic parameters of the domestic industn
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148. Annexure II to the Rules provide that the examination of the impact of the dumped
imports on the domestic industy should include an objective and unbiased evaluation of
all relevant economic factors and indices having a bearing on the state of the industry,
including actual and potential decline in sales, profits, output, market share, productivity,
retum on invesunents or utilization of capacity; factors affecting domestic prices, the
magftude of the margin of dumping; actual and potential negative effects on cash flow,
inventories, employment, wages, growttr, ability to raise capital investnents. The various
injury parameters relating to the domestic industry are discussed below.

149. The Authority has examined the injury parameters objectively taking into account
various facts and arguments made by the interested parties.

a)

150

Production, capacity, capacity utilization and sales
The capacity, productioq sales and capacity utilization ofthe domestic industry over the
injury period is given in the table below:

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI POr (A)
Capacity MT

Trend lndexed 100 170 3ll 3ll 3lt
Capacity
utilization %

Trend lndexed 100 93 89 97 97

Production MT

Trend lndexed 100 159 275 302 302
Domestic
sales

MT

Trend lndexed 100 tt7 225 224 224

Export sales MT

Trend Indexed 100 172 201 201

151. The Authority notes that:
a. The installed capacity and production of the domestic industry has increased over

the injury period.
b. The domestic sales of the domestic industry increased till 2018-19 but declined

marginally during the period of investigation.
c. The capacity utilization declined till 2018-19 but increased thereafter during the

period of investigation. The decline in capacity utilization in 2018-19 may be
attributable to the plant shutdown witnessed by the domestic industry. However,
despite the same, the capacity utilization of the domestic industry remained high
throughout the period.
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d. ThecapacityutilizationhasbeenincrcasedslightlyinPoloverinjuryperiod.
However, it is observed that export has been increased substantially during PoI.

This is due to the fact that the dumped imports of subject goods from subject

countries have disrupted the domestic market condition and forced the Domestic

Industry to export even at a lower price than the domesic price. Although, this has

rcsulted higher capacity utilization but it has eroded the Industry's profitability.

b) Merket share

152. Market share of the domestic industry is shown in table below:

153. The Authority notes that the market share ofthe domestic industry increased till 2018-19

anddeclinedmarginallyduringperiodofinvestigation.Themarketshareofthesubject
imports declined till 2018-19 and increased thereafter in the period of investigation'

Overall, the market share of domestic industry increased during the injury period'

1 54. With regards to the claim that individual market share of each subject country should be

provided, it is noted that the Authority has coruidered it appropriate cumulatively analyze

the effect of imports fiom all the subject countries. Accordingly, the market share of each

individual subject country is not relevant for the purpose of examination of injury.

c) Inventories
155. Inventory position with the domestic industry over the injury period is given in the table

below:

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI POI (A)

Sales of domestic
industry

o/o

Trend lndexed
100 l0l 162 159 159

Subject imports %

Trend Indexed
100 90 58 7l 7l

Other imports o/o 36% 38o/o 2t% l9o/o r9%

Trend Indexed
100 r06 58 53 53

Total % 100% 100% 700o/o 100% l00o/o

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI

Opening MT

Closing MT

Average MT

Trend Index 100 534 569 543
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156. The Authority notes that the average inventories ofthe domestic industry have increased
the injury period. The piling up ofstocks has an adverse effect on its operational financial
effrciency of the domestic industry.

d)
157

Profitability, cash profits and return on capital employed
Profrtability, cash profits and retum on investnent of the domestic industry over the
injury period is given in the table below:

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI POr(A)
Profit/(Loss) per unit Rs/NIT
Trend Indexed 100 70 l0 28 28
Profit/Loss Rs Lacs

Trend Indexed 100 82 23 62 62
Cash Profit Rs Lacs

Trend Indexed 100 86 38 75 75
Retum on Capital
Employed

%

Trend Indexed 100 24 5 7 7

158. The Authority notes the following:
a' The profits per unit ofthe domestic industry have declined by 72%o over the injwy

period.

b. The Authority notes that the profitability ofthe domestic industry has declined over
the injury period. However, this decline can be partly athibuted to plant shutdown.

c. cash profits ofthe domestic industry have also declined over the injury period.
d. The retum on capitar employed declined sigrificantly over the injury period. The

retum on capital employed achieved during pol is not adequate to serve interest,
profit and taxes.

159. Some of the interested parties have submitted that the injury caused to the domestic
industry is due to capacity expansion and increase in depreciation and the interest cost.
The Authority, in the table below, has analysed the Eamings Before Interest, Taxes,
Depreciation, and Amortization ("EBITDA') per unit of the domestic industry in order
to segregate the effect of increase in depreciation and interest cost.

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-t8 2018-19 POr(A)
EBITDA Rs.AdT

Trend Indexed 100 75 36 54

160. The Authority notes that the EBITDA per unit of the domestic industry has declined over
the injury period. Therefore, the injury to the domestic industry is not due to capacity
expansion leading to higher depreciation cost or the interest cost.
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Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 POI POr (A)

Wages E Lacs

Trend Indexed 100 110 130 252 201

No. of employees Nos

Trend Indexed 100 159 147 r27 t27

Productivity per daY MT/Day

Trend Indexed 100 159 275 302 302

e) Employment, wages and productivity

161. Employment, wages and productivity of the domestic industry over the injury period is

given in the table below:

162. The Authority notes that the number of employees, wages and Foductivity per day have

increased over the injurY Period.

f) Growth
163. The growth of the domestic industry in terms of capacity, production, domestic sales'

profits, cash profits and retum on capital employed is as per the table below:

164 The Authority notes that the capacity and production of the domestic industry has shown

a positive growth throughout the injury period. The domestic sales have also shown a

positive growth in 2017-18 and 2018-19 but have shown a decline in the period of

investigation. on the other hand, the profits per unit, cash profits and retum on capital

employed has shown a negative growth in 2ol7-18 and 2018-19. The profitability

parameters have, however, shown a positive growth in the period of investigation.

However, they continue to be sigrrificantly lower than that at the beginning of the injury

period.

g Magnitude of dumPing margin
iOS. fne suU;ect goods from the subject countries are being imports into India and the

dumping margin is positive and significant.

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 PO(A)

Capacity o/o 70 82 0

Production % 59 73 9.49

Domestic sales % t7 92 -0.08

Profits/(loss) per unit % -30 -86 175.19

Cash profits o/o -14 -56 97.0s

Retum
employed

on capital % -76 -80 49.33

h) Ability to raise capital investment
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166 The Authority notes that the domestic industry has atready increased capacity. However,
the profits per unit, cash profits and retum on capital employed ofthe domestic industry
has declined significantly in the PoI as compared to base year. Nevertheless, since the
domestic indusfiry is a multi-product company, having a number ofbusinesses, it cannot
be considered that the ability ofthe domestic industry to raise firther capital investrnent
has been hampered.

i) Factors affecting prices
167. The landed value of the subject goods fiom the subject countries are below the cost and

selling price of the domestic industry. The domestic industry has been forced to reduce
its prices, despite an increase in raw material cost, due to the presence ofdumped imports
in the country. This shows that the dumped imports are impacting the prices of the
domestic industry.

iii. Price underselling/injury margin

168. The Authority has determined Non-Injurious Price for the domestic industry on the basis
of principles laid down in the Rules rcad with Annexure III, as amended. The non-
injurious price of the product under consideration has been detennined by adopting the
verified information/data relating to the cost ofproduction for the period ofinvestigation.
The non-injurious price has been considered for comparing the landed price from the
subject country for calculating injury margin. For determining the non-injurious price,
the best utilisation of the raw materials, utilities and production capacity by the domestic
industry over the injury period has been considered. It is ensured that no extraordinary
or non-recurring expens€s were charged to the cost of production. A reasonable retum
(pre-tax @ 22o/o) on av*age capital employed (i.e. average net fixed assets plus average
working capital) for the product under consideration was allowed as pre-tax profit to
arrive at the non-injurious price as prescribed in Annexure III of the Rules and being
followed.

169. In line with the detennination of dumping margins, the injury margin has also been
determined for the related companies together taking them as one entity.

170. For all the non-cooperative producerVexporters from the subject countries, the Authority
has determined the landed price based on facts available.

Subject
Countries

Name of
Producer

Landed
Value

USD/MT

Non-
injurious

Price
USD/MT

Injury
Margin

Injury
Marg
n%o

wt
Injury
Margi

n

Wte
averag
eIM

o/o

Range

Qatar
Qatar

Petrochemical
Company

t0-20%

7L



Negative
Westlake
Longview

Corporation

NegativeWestlake
Polymers LLC

0-10%All Othen

USA

0-10%
Thai

Polyethylene
Co., Ltd.*

t0-20%

PTT Global
Chemical

Public
Company
Limited
(Prrcc)

20-30%All Others

Thailand

r0-20%

Rabigh
Refining &

Petrochemical
Company

10-20%
Sadara

chemical
company

t0-20%

Saudi Ethylene
and

Polyethylene
Company
(SEPC)

t0-20%All others

Saudi
Arabia

r0-20%

Abu Dhabi
Polymers Co.
Ltd (Borouge)
L.L.C.(ADPC

L)

UAE

t0-20%All producersSingapore

(QAPCo)
.P.J.S.C

H.3.4Non-attribution analysis and ual lirk

171. The Authority examined any known factors other than the dumped imports which at the

same time might have caused injury to the domestic industry, so that the injury caused

by these other factors, if any, is not attributed to the dumped imports. Factors which are

relevant in this respect include, inter alia, the volume and prices of imports not sold at

dumped prices, contraction in demand or changes in the pattems of consumption, trade

restrictive practices of and competition ktween the foreigr and domestic producers,

developments in technology and the export performance and the productivity of the

domestic industry. The Authority examined whether factors othel than dumped imports

could have contributed to the injury to the domestic industry.
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a) Volume and value of imports from third countries
172. other than the subject counties, there are sipificant imports from European union and

Korea RP. However, the imports from these countries are priced above the prices of the
domestic industry and are not injurious to the domestic industry. Imports from other
countries are negligible in volume. Thus, imports from third countries have not caused
injury to the domestic industry.

b) Contraction in demand
173. As the demand for the subject goods has increased over the injury period, contraction in

demand cannot be a reason for injury to the domestic industry. Accordingly, the
Authority does not find any merit in the contentions that the domestic industry sufiered
injury due to weak demand.

c) Changes in the pattem of consumption
I 74. There have been no material changes in the pattem of consumption of the product under

consideration.

d) Trade restrictive practices or conditions of competition
175. The Authority notes that the investigation has not shown that conditions of competition

or trade restrictive practices are not the cause for injury to the domestic industry.

d) Development in technolory
176. No evidence has been brought by any interested parties about existence of sigrificant

changes in the technology that could have caused injury to the domestic industry.

e) Export performance ofthe domestic industry
177. Tlte domestic indushy submitted that considering the demand for the product in the

country, there is no necessity for the domestic indusry to undertake exports, especially
when these exports are at a price and profitability much adverse as compared to the
domestic market. The only reason for exports by the domestic industry is lack of orders
from the domestic market. The domestic industry is faced with a situation where it has
continuous production of the product, but the domestic sales are less than its production
and demand for its product from the market. Faced with absence of orders from the
domestic market, the domestic industy has no option but to undertake exports, even
when these orders are far less profitable to the domestic industry. The domestic industry
also contended that even when the adverse performance of the domestic industry has
been segregated to show the impact of dumped imports on the domestic indusry, the
adverse performance and profitability of the domestic indusfy in the export market is
because of dumping of these products in the lndian market, leading to insuflicient
demand for its product from the domestic market. should the domestic industry get an
opporonity to sell the material in the domestic market, it would not only be able to
improve its profitability but also its viability. Thus, adverse performance of the domestic
industry in export market is a consequence of dumping ofthe product in the country. The
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Authority also notes that the contention of the domestic industry on this account has

remained unrebutted.

SN Particulars Units 20t6-17 2017-18 2018-19 Por (A)

I Sale Volume MT t**

2 Domestic MT

3 Export MT *** ***

4 Sales Value E lacs

5 Domestic D lacs *** ***

6 Export E lacs

1 Selling Price E/IVIT

8 Domestic B/lvIT

9 Export !/IVIT ***

10 Cost 0/lvrT *** ***

1l Domestic EA/tT *** ***

t2 Export OAiIT

13 Profit tr/tlIT
t4 Domestic EA4T

15 Export O/lvfT *** ***

16 PBT Value E Lacs ***

t7 Domestic E Lacs ***

18 Export B Lacs

t9 InteresU Finance Cost
E Lacs

*** ***

20 Domestic tr Lacs

2l Export ! Lacs
)) PBIT E Lacs ***

23 Domestic E Lacs *** ***

24 Export ! Lacs ***

25 Capital Employe4 E Lacs

26 Domestic E Lacs ***

27 Export O Iacs *** ***

28 Return on Investment "/o

29 Domestic %

30 Export o/o

SN Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-18 201E-19 Por (A)

I Sale Volume MT/Indexed 100 154 288 298

2 Domestic MT/Indexed 100 rt7 225 224

3 Export MT/Indexed 100 t72 201

4 Sales Value D lacs/Indexed 100 r38 254 ))1
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6 rypsrt E lacVlndexed 100 180 170
7 Selling Price O/MT/Indered 100 90 88 76
8 Domestic O/Ir,IT/Indexed t00 94 9l 8l
9 Export E/IvfT/Indexed 100 105 85
10 Cost O/MT/Indexed
11 Domestic O/MT/Indexed 100 tt2 139 111
12 Export EiMTllndexed 100 l4l 101
13 Profit O/MT/Indexed
t4 Domestic O/MT/Indexed 100 63 7 28
15 JIport tr/MT/lndexed 100 -61 ll
t6 PBT Value E Lacsflndexed 100 87 I OJ
t7 Domestic tr Lacs/Indexed 100 74 l5 62
l8 Export tr LacVlndexed 100 -105 2t

t9
InteresU Finance
Cost E Lacs/Indexed 100 2,164 1092s 9322

20 Domestic tr LacVlndexed 100 1,737 8,82s 7,434
2t Export E Lac#Indexed 100 492 442
22 PBIT O Lacs/Indexed r00 99 63 118
23 Domestic tr lacs/Indexed 100 84 65 104
24 Export O I^acVlndexed 100 -12 87
25 Capital Employed O Lacs/Indexed 100 607 2,051 2303
26 Domestic E Lacs/Indexed 100 362 1,388 1,559
)'7 JIport ! LacVlndexed 100 270 303

28
Return on
Investment 7ollndexed 100 16 3 5

29 Domestic o/ollndexed 100 23 5 7
30 Export %;ollndexed 100 5 29

5 Domestic ! lacs/Indexed 100 il0 205 181

f) Performance of other products
178. The Authority has considered segregated data for product under consideration for injury

analysis. Thus, performance ofother products produced and sold by the applicant is not
a possible cause ofthe injury to the domestic industry.

c) CovID-l9
179. Some of the intercsted parties have claimed that the first quarter o f 2o2o-21 was impacted

by the covlD-I9 pandemic. The Authority notes that there is no significant impact of
covlD-Ig on the operations of the applicant. The applicant did not face any shut down
due to covlD-19. The demand for the product under consideration has consistently
increased over the injury period. Furtrer, while the volume parameters have marginally
declined in April-June 2020 as compare d to z0l9-20, the profrtability of the domestic
industry has been better in this period as compare d to ZOlg-20 .
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h)
180

Imports by domestic industrY
The interested parties have contended that the domestic industry has suffered injury due

to its own imports. However, as noted hereinabove, the volume of imports by the

domesric industry is negtigible, less than l% of the subject imports. Further, the price at

which the domestic industry has imported the product is sigrificantly higher, by around

20%, than the average price of imports from the subject countries. Such low volume of

imports at significantly higher prices cannot be considered as having caused injury to the

domestic indusfiry.

H.3.5 Examination bv Authoritv on causal link and rDtutT

181. The Authority, has examined whether the domestic industry has suffered injury in the

period of investigation due to other factors. The following factors are relevant in this

regard:

a. There is sipificant dumping of the subject goods in India.

b. While the volume parameters of the domestic industry are not affected by the

imports, the price and profitability parameters show a sigrificant adverse impact'

c. The imports are undercuning the prices of domestic industry and are priced below

the cost ofthe domestic industry in the period of investigation.

d. The imports have forced the domestic industry to reduce its prices and have

suppressed and depressed ttre prices of the domestic industry.

e. As a result, profits per unit ofthe domestic industry have declined by 72Yo over the

injury period. Cash profits and the retum on capital employed of the domestic

industry have also declined over the injury period.

f. The impors entered the market at prices below the prices of the domestic industry.

The price of imports has declined, despite an increase in the price of ethylene. It is,

therefore, evident that while the domestic industry has not suffered injury in terms

of its volume parameters, the imports have adversely impacted the profitability of

the domestic industY.

g. The Authority, thus, concludes that there exists a causal link ben*'een the dumping

ofthe subject goods from the subject countries and injury to the domestic industry,

and the domestic indusrry has suffered material injury because of dumped imports

of the subject goods from the subject countries.

I. POST.DISCLOSURECOMMENTS

I.1. Submissiotrs by the other interested parties
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1 82. The intercsted parties have re-iterated their submissions regarding exclusions of certain
grades of LDPE, non-existence of particular market situation, injury to the domestic
industry, and causal link. The following additional submissions have been made by the
other interested parties post issuance ofthe disclosure statement.

i. EC4062AA goes through additional rheological testing parameters. The domestic
industry has not sold EC4062AA and the disclosure statement does not clariry that
grade 1070LA17 is used for the same purpose as EC4O62AA, and the use of
1070LA17 would create an off-flavour and impact food safety. The extruders
installed by Tefra Pak are made for melt flow index 8.5 g/min and density of 9l g-

920 glm3.

ii. It is not clear whether GPMA provided the relevant documents and had locus standi
to file the application.

iii. The change in the data of the domestic industry post initiation of the investigation
has not been examined.

iv. Mere govemment determination of prices of input is insuffrcient to conclude a
particular market situation. A particular market situation must exist for the product
under consideration, and not only for feedstock.

v. The feedstock prices in Saudi Arabia, even though regulated, are applied on non-
discriminatory basis to all manufacturers of LDPE whether for domestic
consumption or exports. As is evident from the report of the Working party, the
price of feedstock is based on commercial standards as it covers the cost of
production, and a reasonable margin and price ofpropane and butane are based on
a formula which ensures that NGL prices are based on intemational market prices.

vi. The WTO members have accepted the feedstock prices in Saudi Arabia as

commercial price which is evident from the fact that no additional conditions were
introduced in the Accession Protocol based on such prices.

vii. The prices offeedstock do not affect the price comparability between the domestic
and export sales ofthe product under consideration.

viii. Non-existence of particular market situation has been confirmed by the DGTR in
a number of previous investigations. The European Commission also did not find
a particular market situation in anti-dumping investigation on imports of MEG
from USA and Saudi Arabia.

ix. The determination ofexport price for Petro Rabigh based on the weighted average
of export pricc by related and unrelated entities is not appropriate since
PetroRabigh should not be punished for non-participation by rmrelated traders.

x. SEPC cannot be faulted for non-participation of some unrelated traders on whom
SEPC and its related marketers do not exercise any control.

xi. IWs Saudi Kayan and lWs Kemya has submitted that the questionnaire format
applicable during the investigation, required certification by the respective
producers. The producer does not have the visibility over the destination. The
required information was prcsented in the questionnaire responses of the entities
that performed the respective sales transactions. From the same files submitted
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earlier, using only pivot table firnctionality, separate Appendices 3C and 44 for the

two producers have been drawn and now submitted as two sepaBte excel files. The

Authority must prefer substance over form. There is no specific instruction that a

producer shall collect all the information from its related entities and file it as part

of its questiormaire resPonse.

xii. While the Authority has stated that the loss suffered by Tasnee Marketing has been

a justed, it has eamed a profit on sales ofthe product under consideration to India.

xiii. The Authority has currently adjusted the export price to the extent of 51% which

is much higher than the global practice of adjustnent to the tune of 5'8%.

xiv. While the Authority has noted that there is price undercutting, it has not noted that

the price undercuning is "sipificant" to cause price effect.

xv. There is no impact of price undercutting as the PBIT of the domestic industry has

moved independently of price undercutting tlroughout the injury period.

xvi. lmposition of anti-dumping duty will lead to monopolistic behavior of the domestic

industry as RIL is the only producer in India and the subject imports are the only

competition for the domestic industry.

xvii. while the Authority has noted that inventories of domestic industry has increased,

it is contradictory to the fact that RIL has acknowledged in its annual report that

inventory level of products under polymer division has reduced.

xviii. Any impact on performance of the domestic industry is a result of Covid-I9'

increase in capacity leading to higher operational cost and startup cost, shut down

of plant, increase in interest cost and depreciation, and use of naptha which has a

higher cost.

xix. The price of raw material for packaging industry has already increased due to

logistic challenges, increase in oil prices and other input cost, shortage of material

etc. Imposition of anti-dumping duty would firther increase the burden on the food

industry by 8-10%.

xx. The Authority should consider the impact of imposition of anti-dumping duty on

the downstream industry.

xxi. Hon'ble CESTAT in the case of Indian Spinners Association vs. Designated

Authority reported in 2004 (170) E.L.T.l44 (Tri. - Del.) wherein it was observed

that ifthe selling price ofthe domestic industry moves independently ofthe landed

value of the imports, it would establish that price suppression and depression, if
any, cannot be athibuted to imports.

xxii. Since price underselling is negative for Westlake, there can be no injury due to

imports from the said entities.

xxiii. Exxon Mobil and SABIC are indeed independent entities with no relationship with

each other. They source the PUC from one cornmon entity and there ends the

relationship, if any.

xxiv. The import prices of the subject goods by westlake are not undercutting the prices

of the domestic industry.

xxv. It is requested that fixed form of duty should be considered as the prices for the

product under consideration have increased post period of investigation, and ad

valorem duty would lead to over protection.
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I.2. Submissions by the domestic industrT
183' The domestic industry has reiterated its submissions with regard to particular market

situation in Qatar and UAE, injury to the domestic industry, and public interest.
Additionally, the following submissions have been made by the domestic industry post
issuance of the disclosure statement:

i. The Authority has not disclosed the facts under consideration with regards to
certain injury parameters such as price suppression and depression, profitability of
domestic industry and growth of domestic industry which shall form the basis of
frnal determination of the Authority. Only verified inforrration with regards to the
said parameters have been shared by the Authority.

ii. The disclosure statement shows that procurement prices of ethylene and ethane by
the exporters in Qatar and UAE have been compared to market prices as per
information made available by these exporters. The non-confidential version of
such information has not been shared with the domestic industy, and no reason has
been provided for rejection of the information provided by the domestic industry.

iii. since ethylene is used for manufacturing various producs including LDpE, MEG,
Polyethylene and PVC, any decline in production of LDpE will lead to decline in
production of ethylene increasing per unit cost ofproduction of ethylene. This will
impact the prices of other products which use ethylene as a raw material and have
an adverse impact on the downsUeam industry of such products.

iv. The major cos of production of the product under consideration is conversion of
ethane into ethylene/naptha The applicant is able to operate in the market due to
its own cracker plant.

v. The users have not provided any substantial evidence to show that their operations
would be adversely impacted due to the imposition of duties.

vi. The exporters in the subject counties enjoy unfair advantage due to Govemment
control of prices of feedstock and the particular market situation in the GCC
countries. The domestic industry is unable to compete due to the distorted cost of
production of the exporters in GCC.

vii. While the main aim ofthe exporters is to maximize profits and will not hesitate to
exit the marke! the domestic industry has a long-term commitnent to the lndian
market, as it is involved in multiple segments in India since 1960s.

viii. Since the product under consideration is used in food packaging, the quality needs
to be maintained. While the domestic industry takes all precautions to achieve the
bes possible quality, the production process of exporters is not known.

ix. while the bound rate for the product under consideration is 40%, the importers are
enjoyrng a concessional rate of customs duty on impors of the product under
consideration.

x. It cannot be said that the operations of downstream industry will become unviable
in case of imposition of anti-dumping duty and merely because fair conditions of
competition are restored in the market.
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I.3.
184

Examination by the Authority
The Authority has examined the post disclosure submissions made by the other interested

parties and the domestic industry and notes that though most of the comments are

reiterations which have already been examined suitably and addressed adequately in the

relevant parts of the finding, the Authority has examined the fresh issues raised by the

interested parties.

As regards the exclusion of gnde EC4062AA, the Aurhority notes the grade

1070LA17 produced by the domestic industry can be used for food packaging and

lamination. The specification sheet provided by the domestic industry shows that

it meets the regulatory requirements conceming safe contact with foodstuffs,

thereby making it safe for use in food packaging. Tetra Pak has claimed that its

exEuders can only use goods with melt flow index 8.5 g/min and density of918-

920 glm3.In this regard, it is noted that the product specification sheet of both

EC4O62AA and l070LAl7 shows a density of 917 glm3. Further, while

EC4O62AAhas a melt flow index of t0 g/min, 1070LA17 has a melt flow index

of 8.5 g/min. Therefore, both the gmdes would satisfr the requirements of the

extruders, as explained by Teta Pak. The Authority, therefore, does not find any

merit in the request for exclusion.

With regards to non-submission of the documents of CPMA, it is noted that M/s

Reliance Industries Limited has simultaneously filed application for imposition of

the anti-dumping duty, and is the sole producer ofthe domestic like product in India

and it has provided relevant information. Thus, it is clear that there are no other

producers producing the domestic like produc! and hence it can be said that

producer accounting for 100% production of domestic like product in lndia have

supported the filing of the petition, and have submitted information pertaining to

the PUC, dumping and injury.

With regards to the change in data submitted by the domestic industry, it is noted

that the Authority has already examined the issue in detail in the relevant headings

of this findings. Further, the data filed by the domestic industry has been duly

verified and only after such verificatiorL the same has !ss1 analyzgd in this Final

Finding.
The contentions with regard to the existence ofparticular market situation in Saudi

Arabia have already been dealt with in the relevant parts ofthis final findings.

With regard to the submission made by Petro Rabigh that they should not be

penalised for non-participation of unrelated traders, the Authority notes that it is

required to calculate the export price for the producer taking into account all the

exports made by the producer to lndia, either dfuectly or through traders. Thus, it is

required that all traders involved in the export chain should participate in the

investigation and provide relevant information regarding the export price. In case

of Petro Rabigh, some traders involved in export chain to India have not

participated in the investigation and have not provided the necessary details.

Accordingly, the Authority has made appropriate adjustnent for the exports made

through non-cooperative traders as per its consistent Factice.

a.

b

c

d

e
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f. Regarding the submission of Appendix-3C by Kemya and Saudi Kayan after the
disclosure statement, the Authority notes that the AFpendix-3c was submitted at a
belated stage and as noted by the Authority in the relevant portion of the findings,
in the absence of non-submission of relevant information in the form and manner
required, the Authority cannot determine the ex-factory export price for the subject
goods exported to India. Fu(her, the Authority has not granted individual dumping
margin to these producers and exporters as per detailed reasons recorded in the
relevant parts of the findings.
with regard to the submission of rasnee Marketing that the adjustnent for loss
done by the Authority is not appropriate as the company did not suffer any losses,
the Authority notes that the audited financial statements provided by Tasnee
Marketing clearly show that the company incurred losses during the pOI. However,
in the questionnaire respome filed by Tasnee Marketing, it was claimed that the
company did not suffer any losses durhg the pOI. On a closer scrutiny of their
questionnaire response, the Authority noted that the allocation methodology
adopted by Tasnee Marketing was not appropriate and was also at variance with
the allocation methodology adopted by its related entity. The Authority accordingly
applied the appropriate allocation methodology and worked out the dumping
margin for Tasnee Marketing and its related producer.
Regarding the concems that the adjustments to export price are high, it is noted that
the adjustrnents made have been duly explained in the relevant portion of the
findings. The interested parties have not been able to demonstrate that any undue
adjustnents have been made in the determination ofex-factory export price.
As regards the contention that there is only one producer and supplier ofLDpE in
India, the Authority notes that the existence of sole supplier, in fact, underscores
the importance of anti-dumping measurcs. If the operations of the sole producer
are hampered and become unviable, the country would become entirely dependent
on imports. However, existence of sole supplier does not imply that the producer
would be able to enjoy monopoly. To the contrary, the product can also be imported
from other countries, and therefore, the users would continue to have access to
multiple sources of supply.
As noted by the Authority in the relevant portion of the findings, reference to
performance for polymer segnent as a whole is not appropriate, having regard to
the provisions ofpara (vi) ofAnnexure - II ofthe Anti-Dumping Rules. Therefore,
the volume of inventories for the polymer segment are not relevant. The Authority
has examined the inventory for the subject goods in its analysis.
With regards to the submission that the performance of the domestic industry has
been hampered due to COVID-I9, it is noted that there is no sigrificant impact of
the pandemic on the operations of the domestic industry, as it did not face
shutdowns due to COVID-I9. The demand for the product under consideration has
increased over the injury period.
With regards to the contention that the injury to the domestic industry is due to use
of naptha as a raw material, it is noted that the use of naptha has in fact declined
over the injury period in total production ofLDPE. Further, the domestic industry

h.

J

k

l.
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has been using naptha as a raw material and imPorting ethane throughout the injury

period. Despite the same, the selling price ofthe domestic industry declined by * * *

per MT which could not have been attributed to the use of naptha. Profitability of

the domestic industry has declined due to this price decline over the injury period'

Injury to the domestic industry over the injury period cannot be attributed to the

raw material as there has been no change in the consumption of raw material over

the injury period. The injury to the domestic industry is thus, not due to the use of

a particular raw material.

The Authority notes that the downstream industry is a pass-through industry and

any increase in the prices of the product under consideration will be eventually

passed on to the ultimate consumer. Hence, the downstream industry will be able

to maintain its current margins. Further, since the product under consideration

forms an insignificant part of cost of the final produc! thus the imposition of the

anti-dumping duty will not adversely impact the ultimate consumer of the product

under considerafion.

The interested parties have submitted that profitability ofthe domestic industry has

not followed the trend of the price undercutting. The matter has been examined,

and it is noted that it may not be appropriate to compare the profitability trends

only with the price undercutting margin during the injury period. There may be

cases where the price undercutting may remain in similar region throughout the

injury period, but profitability of the domestic industry may decline, due to the

trends in cost being different from hends in prices. Trends in profitability are linked

to trends in costs and prices, whereas the price undercutting is linked to import

price and domestic industry price. Reducing price undercutting is a clear indicator

of increasing competition between the domestic and imported prduct.

The Authority notes that not only are the subject imports significantly undercutting

the prices of the domestic industry, but also have suppressed and depressed the

prices of the domestic industry. Over the period, the cost of sales of the domestic

industry increased by * * * %, whereas the raw material price has increased by * * * o/0.

Despite that, the landed price ofimports has declined by I I % over the period. Since

the price of imports was lower, the domestic industry has also reduced its price,

despite increase in cost.

As regards the contention that negative injury margin implies absence of injury'

the Authority notes that injury margin is only intended for imposition ofduty based

on lesser duty rule, and does not reflect on the injury suffered by the domestic

p

Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-r8 2018-19 POI

Landed price RSA,IT 85,242 87,782 84,690 75,570

Trend Indexed 100 103 99 89

Price of ethylene RSA{T

Trend lndexed r00 ll8 ll8 105
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industry. No conclusions can be drawn regarding the injury parameters based on
the injury margin.
with regard to the submission made by the domestic industry that the Authority
has not disclosed facts under consideration with regard to certain injury parameters
such as price suppression and depression, profitability of domestic industry and
growth of domestic industry which shall form the basis of final determination of
the Authority and only verified information with regard to the said parameters have
been shared by the Authority, it is noted that the Authority had disclosed all the
essential facts to the interested parties in the disclosure statement and no
conclusions were derived based on such essential facts in the discloswe statement.
The Authority has now given its final conclusion regarding dumping, injury and
causal link in the present final frndings.
with regard to the submission made by the domestic industry conceming interest
of user industry, the Authority notes that it has examined Indian industy's interest
in the relevant parts of the final findings.
with regards to the submission made by the domestic indusfy about comparison
of feedstock prices with the market prices for UAE and eatar, it is noted that same
has been dealt in the relevant parts of the frndings pertaidng to determination of
normal value for exporters in both the countries.
Some ofthe interested parties have submitted that the injury caused to the domestic
industry is due to capacity expansion and increase in depreciation and interest cost.
The Authority, in the table below, has analysed the EBITDA per unit of the
domestic industry in order to segregate the effect of increase in depreciation and
interest cost.

The Authority notes that the EBITDA per unit of the domestic industry has declined
over the injury period. Therefore, the injury to the domestic industry is not due to
capacity expansion leading to higher depreciation cost or interest cost.
The Authority recognizes that Ore imposition of the anti-dumping duties might
affect the price levels ofthe product in India. However, the fair competition in the
Indian market will not be reduced by imposition of the anti-dumping measures. on
the conhary, the imposition of the anti-dumping measures would remove the unfair
advantages gained by the dumping practices, prevent the decline in the
performance of the domestic industry and help maintain the availability of a wider
choice to the consumers of the subject goods. The purpose of the anti-dumping
duties, in general, is to eliminate injury caused to the domestic industry by the
unfair trade practices of dumping so as to re-establish a situation of open and fair
competition in the Indian marke! which is in the general interest of the country.
The imposition of the anti-dumping duties, therefore, would not affect the

r
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Particulars Units 2016-17 2017-t8 2018-19 POr (A)
EBITDA Rs.AiIT ***
Trend lndexed 100 75 36 54
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availability of the product to the consumers. The Authority notes that the

imposition of the anti-dumping measures would not restrict the imports from the

subject countries in any way and, therefore, would not affect the availability ofthe

product under consideration to the consumers.

J. INDIAI\ INDUSTRY'S INTEREST

185. The Authority considered whether imposition of proposed antidumping duty shall have

adverse public interest. For the same, the Authority examined whether imposition of anti-

dumping duty on imports of product under consideration would be against the large public

interest. This determination is based on consideration ofinfomtation on record and interests

of various parties, including domestic industry, importers and consumers of the product

under consideration.

J.l. Submissions by other interested parties

186. The other interested parties have made the following submissions with regards to public

interest:

As the applicant is the sole producer of LDPE in Indi4 there is likelihood that it

will dominate the market and create barriers for market entry which will hamper

the competitive environment in India.

In the recent past there has been an unprecedented increase in price of LDPE

resulting in loss ofbusiness proposition for small-scale downstream manufacturers.

The applicant is already dominating the market by inllating the price of LDPE

frequently.
There is a demand-supply gap in the country, as the demand in India is l100KT,

whereas the supply is 600KT. Imposition of anti-dumping duty will stop all imports

and result in monopoly of RIL in India"

Corona Virus has already impacted the world including India adversely and the

imposition of duty will further aggravate the situation in terms of loss of livelihood,

reduction in export of downstream goods, market asymmetry, undue protection to

domestic industry making bumper profits, adverse effect on small end users,

demand-supply gap.

Imposition of anti-dumping duty will be contrary to policy of Govemment of India

and budget 2O2O-2L on protection of MSME sector post COVID-l9. MSME is

struggling to survive at present. The unemployment rate in lndia is at the highest

and MSME sector is the main employment generator.

There are thousands of end users in India who are mosfly in MSME sector and cost

of LDPE in their final production n 60-700/o of total cost. Imposition of anti
dumping duty will adversely affect economies ofthese end users.

The purpose of anti-dumping duty is to protect the fair intemational trade order.

Anti-dumping measures should not be used to protect the industry.

a.

b

c
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h. Imposition of anti-dumping duty will make the finished goods manufactured by
small-scale industries expensive and uncompetitive. It will lead to increase in price
of basic commodity material packed in the films manufactued by using LDpE as
a raw material.

i. Increase in prices ofdownstream products will reduce the consumer preference for
such products. This will cause competitive asymmetry in the India market.

j' Imposition of duty will lead to reduction in export of finished downstream goods,
demand-supply gap in downstream products and wastage of food due to
unavailabil ity ofgood packaging material.

k. Imposition of duty will result in protection to only one company, that is RIL.
l. LDPE is imported in India as supplies by RIL are erratic and cannot feed

continuous process ofpackaging industry, quality of imported product is better for
using on high speed blown films and extrusion coating machines and all grades of
LDPE are not produced by RIL.

m. The applicant cannot meet the demand in India as there is a waiting period of 15
days to I month for supply of LDpE.

n. The value chain of raw material in LDPE is completely inverted as there is only
one producer and supplier of LDPE in India. Imposition of anti-dumping duty on
LDPE will make the downstream users uncompetitive in the intemational market.

o. The applicant has been misusing trade remedy measures as it has applied for
various trade remedial investigations on many of its products.

J.2. Submissions by the domestic industry

187. The domestic industry has made the following submissions with regards to public
interest:

Conhary to the claims ofthe interested parties, the users will not be effected by the
imposition of anti-dumping duty as the user industry is a pass-through industry
which is evident from the fact that the prices of the subject goods were higher in
2017 -18 but the operations of users did not become unviable and the demand
increased. In any case, the impact ofduties on the end product will be negligible.
As the product under consideration forms a very small part of the price of the
eventual product, the impact on the final product to the consumer would be
negligible.
In response to the contention that RIL will create barriers for market entry, it was
submitted that imposition of anti-dumping duty will encourage further investment
in the product. The subject goods can be imported from other countries such as
European Union, Japan, China PR and Korea RP. Imposition of anti-dumping duty
does not ban imports but only ensures that they are available at un-dumped prices.
As regards the contention that imposition of anti-dumping duty will protect only
one company, it was submitted that dumping should not be allowed even when
there is a single producer. If the investnents made by the sole producer in India
become unviable, it will close down its operations with regards to product under
consideration and India will become totally reliant on the imports. it will also

a
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discourage further investment in the product which will lead to widening of

demand-supply gap.

e. If the invesfinents in LDPE become unviable, the investment in upstream product,

ethylene will become utviable as well'

f. The applicant can cater to 87% demand in India based on its current production

and the remaining demand can be fulfilled by imports from other countries which

cunently cater to 10.50% demand. Demand-supply gap is not a ground for non-

imposition of duties as held by the Tribunal in DSM Idemitsu Limited V.

Designated Authority. The Authority has recommended imposition of anti-

dumping duties in numerous investigations even though there was a demand-

supply gap.

g. Regarding the contention that the purpose of anti-dumping duty is to protect fair

intemational trade order and should not be used to protect the industry, it was

submitted that the applicant is seeking redressal of injury caused to it due to

dumping and not seeking undue protection.

h. Exports of downstream products are not significant. If the downstream industry

wants to export, it can import the subject goods duty free under advance

authorization or avail RIL's deemed export pricing policy where it sells the foods

to customers who have import license. RIL is a renowned brand and is using the

same technology as being used globally, hence, the quality cannot be an issue.

i. Contrary to the claims of the interested parties, there is no anti'dumping duty at

present and the same cannot be a re:$on of MSME 5s9161 $sing uncompetitive in

the intemational market.

j. Regarding the contention that the value chain of LDPE is completely inverted, it

was submitted that value chain of most products subject to anti-dumping duty is

inverted in the sense claimed by the interested parties as there are more users than

the producers. However, this has no relevance on whether duties are in public

interest.

k. Connary to the claims of the interested parties, imposition of anti-dumping duty

cannot cause competitive asymmetry as the duties will impact all the users equally.

The user industry develops products as per the specifications provided by the

customers and the threat of imports in such an industry is minimal'

l. As against submissions of interested parties, RIL is renowned for its quality and is

using the same technology as being used globally.

m. The contention ofthe interested parties that the applicant is misusing trade remedy

measues as it has applied for various measures has no relevance in determining

whether duties should be levied on LDPE. Globally duties are levied more

frequently on chemical and petrochemical products, in which the applicant is

involved. Out of75 products ofthe applicant only some attract anti-dumping duty.

In every case where duties have been imposed, the Authority found dumping and

injrry.
n. In response to the contention that there is a waiting period for supply of LDPE from

RIL, it was submitted that there is no waiting time as 907o orders are dispatched by

the applicant within 24 hours, while there is a significant transit time involved in
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case of imports. Even if, arguendo, RIL takes I month to deliver the orders, it will
be substantially less than the time taken for orders from the subject counhies, which
take 45-70 days.

Contrary to tle claims of the interested parties, the downstream industry has not
been affected by the coVID- 19 pandemic as the demand for packaging normalized
and increased post lockdown period. This was due to increase in demand for e-
cornmerce, food delivery, pharmaceuticals, fiozen food, breads, fresh produce,
beverages and squeezable bottles.

J.3. Examination by the Authority

188. The authority issued gazette notification inviting views ftom all interested parties,
including importers, consumers and other interested parties. Authority also prescribed a
questionnaire for the consumers to provide relevant information with regard to present
investigations, including possible effect of antidumping duty on their operations. The
Authority sought information on, inter-aliq interchangeability ofthe product supplied by
various suppliers from diferent countries, ability of the domestic industry to switch
sources, efect of anti-dumping duty on the consumers, factors that are likely to accelerate
or delay the adjustment to the new situation caused by imposition of anti-dumping dury,
impact of imposing the present duty. The authority notes that following .o*u-rr. fil.d
questionnaire response:

i. Paharpur 3P Private Limited
ii. TeEa Pak India private Limited
iii. SABIC Research & Technology private Limited
iv. Uflex Limited
v. Ultimate Flexipack Limited

189. Further, the following associations representing users have participated in the present
investigation.

i. Telangana And Andhra plastics Manufacturers Association
ii. All India Plastics Manufacturers' Association
iii. Organization of Plastics processors oflndia

o

190. These consumers also attended the oral hearing and made submissions, which have been
taken into account. The Authority notes that these interested parties have not shown with
quantified information that imposition of anti-dumping duty shall have sigrificant
adverse effect either on these consumers or at public at large.

I 9 1 . Some interested parties have contended that the imports are inevitable due to the demand-
supply gap in India and they wourd be forced to pay higher price for the imports. The
Authority notes that the demand-supply gap is not a justification for dumping in India.
Even if there is a demand-suppry gap in the country, it is necessary that the product is
available at fair prices. The imposition of the anti-d,mping duty will not hamper the
availability of the product under consideration but will ensure that the same is available
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at fair prices. In fact, the re-establishment of fair competition in the market may

encourage further investment, which would help furttrer bridge demand-supply gap.

lg2. The Authority also notes that while there is a demand-zupply gap in the country, the

imports at present far exceed such gap. that the product under consideration can also be

imported from other counEies, such as Qatar, uAE, Belgium, Netherlands and Korea RP.

The volume of imports historically made from these countries were suffrcient to address

the demand-supply gap. The imports from the other cormtries have declined only because

of increased imports at cheaper prices fiom the subject countries. Therefore, in the event

of imposition of the duty, users can continue to source the subject goods from other

counties.

193. With regard to import from other sources, the Authority has also considered the price of

imports from the other counhies, versus the price of imports from the subject countries'

The volume and price of imports from the other countries and the subject countries are

given in the table below. It is seen that the price of imports from the rest of the world is

iigh", th"o th. price of imports from the subject counties. Further, import price of the

subject goods from the rest ofthe world are higher than the selling price of the domestic

industry

Particulars Units 2016-17 20t7-18 2018-19 POI POI (A)

Volume of imPorts

Subject

countries
MT 204,500 225,212 160,797 219,641 t75,713

Other countries MT 91,978 I16,51I 76,006 91,557 73,245

Price of imports

Subject

countries
Rs.ilv1T 85,242 87,782 84,690 75,570 75,570

Other countries Rs.A4T 97,403 100,836 114,839 t01,763 101,763

1g4. The Authority firrther notes that the imposition of the antidumping measures would not

restrict the imports from the subject countries in any way and, therefore' would not affect

the availability of the product under consideration to the consumers'

195. Some of the interested parties have contended that the imposition of anti-dumping duty

will make downstream product uncompetitive and lead to reduction in exports. The

Authority notes fiom the information on record that the imposition of antidumping

measures would not have any significant impact on the prices of downstream products'

196. Some of the interested parties have contended that they are forced to impo( due to the

inferior quality ofthe subject goods produced by the applicant and the delay in deliveries '

The Authority notes that the applicant has been catering to a large share of the market

and has been using its plant at high-capacity utilisation. This would not have been

possible if the subject goods produced by the applicant were of the inferior quality. The
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Authority further notes that as per the data on record, the applicant has piled up
inventories and a delay in delivery is unlikely in such a situation. The domestic industry
has also submitted thar it hkes only 24 hours for delivery of 90olo of the orders, whereas
the transit time for imports is between 45-60 days for the Middle East, and 70 days for
the USA.

197. some of the interested parties have contended that covlD-l9 has impacted the
downsneam industry. The Authority notes that the effects of COVID- I 9 are not restricted
to the downstream industry but to all entities not just in India, but globally.

198. The interested parties have emphasized that the applicanr has sought trade remedial
measures on a number of products. In response, the applicant has highlighted that it
produces 75 producs, ofwhich duties are in force against very few. The Authority notes
that the number ofproducts on which duty has been sought cannot be a consideration for
the decision conceming imposition of duty. lrrespective of the number of products on
which a producer may seek duty, any duty would be imposed only if the Authority finds
that there is d"mping, injury and causal link. Therefore, any duty that has been imposed
on any of the products produced and supplied by the applicant, is only after due
examination ofthe relevant factors, and having regard to the merits of the case.

199. while none of the users have substantiated a significant impact of duties on their
operations, the domestic indusry has provided details of impact of duties on the
downsteam products, as below.

Sector End use

Price of
end

product

Use of
LDPE

material
(gms) per

unit

Cost of
LDPE

material
per unit

Cost
escalation
ofLDPE
material

7o of cost

incremen
t as end
product

price

LD Foam
4" Mattress

(PU+PE)
3,500 1500 I16.0 8.2 0.23%

LD Foam
43" TV
packing

35000 r000 77.3 5.5 0.02%

LD Foam
250 lts Fridge
packing

16000 500 38.7 2.7 0.02o/o

Milkfilm I ltrMilk
pouch

50 2 0.2 0.0 0.02%

Shdnk
film

Cold drink
l2x2.25lt 1140 t7 1.5 0.1 0.01%

Laminates
Snack

Packaging 50

gln
l0 I 0.1 0.0 0.05%
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LD EC

Tarpaulin
(200 GsM,
3X4) sqm

550 528 50.6 2.9 0.53o/o

LD EC

Pondliner
(500-micron,3

x 4) sqm

1200 1200 115.0 6.6 0.55%

LD W&C

185 Sqmm

lIKV XLPE
Aluminium
Cable

1600 400 30.9 0.0 0.00%

2OO. The Authority notes that there is no significant impact oD the downstream industry.

I( CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

201. Having regard to the contentions raised, submissions made, information provided and

facts available before the Authority as recorded above and on the basis of the above

analysis of dumping and consequent injury to the domestic industry, the Authority

concludes that:

a. The subject goods produced by the domestic industry is a like article to the

product under consideration imported from the subject countries.

b. While there is a particular market situation in Saudi Arabi4 there is no evidence

to show that it prevented a proper comparison between the domestic and export

sales.

c. The Authority has determined that dumping margin for exports from Qatar and

UAE is negative. Thus, the Authority concludes that imports from Qatar and

UAE into lndia are not dumped imports. Rule 14(c) of the Rules require that

the Authority shall terminate an investigation immediately if it determines that

the margin of dumping is less than two per cent of the export price. Thus' the

investigation is terminated against exports of the subject goods from UAE and

Qatar in accordance with Rule 14(c) of the Rules. Accordingly, the subject

countries comprise ofUSA, Saudi Arabia' Singapore, and Thailand only.

d. The subject goods are being dumped into India from the subject countries i'e

USA, Saudi Arabi4 Singapore and Thailand. Considering the normal value and

the export price of the product under consideration, the dumping margin has

been determined for the subject countries. The dumping margin is positive and

significant for subject countries.

e. The volume of imports into India declined in 2018-19, as the domestic industry

increased capactty. However, during the period of investigation, the imports

have increased, in absolute tenns as well as in relation to production and

consumPtion.

f. The imports ofthe subject goods fiom the subject countries are undercutting the

prices ofthe domestic industrY.
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g. The imports have suppressed and depressed the prices ofthe domestic industry,
as the landed price and selling price of the domestic industry declined despite
an increase in raw material price.

h. The capacity, production and capacity utilization of the domestic industry
increased. The domestic sales of the domestic industry increased till 20lg-19,
but declined marginally in the period of investigation.

i. While the market share of domestic industry has declined slightly in the period
of investigation, it has increased over the period. By comparison, the market
share of imports has reduced over the injury period, though is higher than the
preceding year. The domestic industry has maintained its market share by
lowering its selling price to match with the dumped imports.

j. The inventories ofthe domestic industry have increased over the period.
k. The profiS, the cash profits and the retum otr capital employed of the domestic

industry have declined significantly during the injury period.
l. The EBITDA per unit of the domestic itrdustry has declined over the injury

period. Therefore, the decline in profitability of the domestic industy cannot be
attributed to increase in finance and depreciation costs.

m. While the volume parameters of the domestic industry are not affected by the
imports, the price and profitability parameters show a significant adverse
impact. This implies that while the domestic industry was able to increase its
market share, it was forced to compromise on its profits and reduce its prices to
achieve the same. This is because the imports entered the market at prices below
the prices of the domestic industry. The price of imports has declined, despite
an increase in the price of ethylene. It is, therefore, evident that while the
domestic industry has not suffered injury in tem$ of its volume parameters, the
imports have adversely impacted the profitability of the domestic industry.
Thus, the domestic industry has suffered material injury.

n. The domestic industy is engaged in production of a number of polymers.
However, injury analysis is required to be conducted with reference to the
performance of the like article, or the narrowest range or group of products,
which includes the like article. Therefore, the performance of the polymer
segment as a whole is not determinative of the performance of the domestic
industry for the subject goods.

o. The injury to the domestic industry has been caused by the dumping of the
subject imports in India, and the injury cannot be attributed to other known
factors, including Covid-19, shutdown ofplant, increase in capacity, imports by
the domestic industry or use of naptha.

p. The price of imports from other countries is much higher than the price of
imporb Aom the subject countries.

q. The information on record shows that non-imposition of anti-dumphg duty will
adversely impact the indigenous production, while imposition of anti-dumping
duty will not materially impact the consumerc or the downstream industry or
the public at large.
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r. The imposition of the anti-dumping duty will not hamper the availability of the
product under consideration but will ensure that the same is available at fair
prices. Further, the product under consideration can also be imported from other
sources, such as Qatar, UAE, Belgium, Netherlands, Korea RP.

s. The impact of duties on the prices of the downstream products would be

negligible.

t. On the basis of the information provided by the interested parties and the

investigation conducted, the Authority is ofthe view that imposition ofthe anti-

dumping duty will not be against public interest.

u. In view ofthe foregoing, the Authority concludes that the domestic industry has

suffered material injury due to the significant dumping of the product under

consideration from the subject countries.

202. The Authority notes that the investigation was initiated and notified to all the interested parties

and adequate opportunity was given to the domestic industry, the exporters, the importers and

the other interested parties to provide the positive information on the aspect of the dumping,

the injury, the causal link and the impact of proposed measures. Having initiated and

conducted the investigation into the dumping, the injury and the causal link in terms ofthe
provisions laid down under the Anti-Dumping Rules, the Authority is of the view that the

imposition of the anti-dumping duty is required to offset the effect of dumping and remedy

the injury to the domestic indusfiry. The Authority considers it necessary to recommend

imposition of the antidumping duty on the imports of the subject goods from the subject

countries

203. Having regard to the lesser duty rule followed by the Authority, the Authority recommends

the imposition of the anti-dumping duty equal to the lesser of the margin of dumping and the

margin of injury so as to remove the injury to the domestic industry. Accordingly, the

Authority recommends imposition of the anti-dumping duty on the imports of the subject
goods, originating in or exported from the subject countries, for a period offive years from
the date of the notification ro be issued in this regard by the Central Government, equal to the
amount mentioned in Col. 7 ofthe duty table appended below. The landed value of the imports
for this purpose shall be the assessable value as determined by the Customs under Customs

Act,1962 and applicable level ofthe custom duties except duties levied under Section 3, 3,A,

8B, 9,9A of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975.

Duty Table

SN Heading Description Cormty of
Origin

Country of
Export

Producer Amount Unit Cunency

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-

Saudi

Arabia
Any
country
including

Rabigh Refrning
and Petrochemical

Company

48.73 MT USD
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pressure

polyethylene*
Saudi

Arabia
2 3901 Low Density

Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-
pressure

polyethylene*

Saudi

Arabia
Any
country
including

Saudi

Arabia

Sadara Chemical
Company

48.73 MT USD

J 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-
pressure

polyethylene*

Saudi

Arabia
Any
couDtry

including

Saudi

Arabia

Saudi Ethylene and

Polyethylene

Company

17.05 MT USD

4 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene

(LDPE) or high-
prcssure

polyethylene*

Saudi

Arabia
Any
country
including
Saudi

Arabia

Any producer other
than at serial

number 1,2 and 3

70.09 MT USD

5 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene

(LDPE) or high-
pressure

polyethylene*

Any country
other than

Saudi

Arabia,
Thailand,

Singapore,

and USA

Saudi

Arabia
Any 70.09 MT USD

6 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene

(LDPE) or high-
pressure

polyethylene*

Singapore Any
county
including
Singapore

Any 185.l7 MT USD

7 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-
pressrrIe

polyethylene*

Any country
other than

Saudi

Arabia
Thailand,

Singapore,

and USA

Singapore Any I 85.l7 MT USD

8 3901 Low Density
Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-
pressure

polyethylene*

Thailand Any
country
including

Thailand

Thai Polyethylene
Company Limited

89.14 MT USD
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9 3901 Low Density

Polyerhylene

(LDPE) or high-

pressrrle

polyethylene*

Thailand Any
country

including
Thailand

PTT Global

Chemical Public

Company Limited

134.47 MT USD

l0 3901 Low Density

Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-

pressure

polyethylene*

Thailand Any
country
including

Thailand

Any producer other

than at serial

number 8 and 9

216.76 MT USD

11 3901 Low Density

Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-

pressure

polyethylene*

Any country

other than

Saudi

Arabia,

Thailand,

Singapore,

and USA

Thailand Any 2t6.76 MT USD

12 3901 Low Density

Polyethylene
(LDPE) orhigh-
pressure

polyethylene*

USA Any
county
including
USA

Westlake Polymers

LLC
NIL MT USD

13 3901 Low Density

Polyethylene

(LDPE) or high-

pressure

polyethylene*

USA Any
country

including
USA

Westlake Longview
Corporation

NIL MT USD

14 3901 Low Density

Polyethylene

(LDPE) or high-

pressurc

polyethylene*

USA Any
country
including
USA

Any producer other

than at serial

number 12 and 13

74.2'l MT USD

l5 3901 Low DensitY

Polyethylene
(LDPE) or high-

pressure

polyethylene*

Any country

other than

Saudi

Arabia,

Thailand,
Singapore,

and USA

USA Any '14.27 MT USD

*The scope of Product under consideration excludes compounded

density greater th an 0.925 GlWcubic CM.
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L. FURTIIERPROCEDURE

204. An appeal against the order of the central Govemment that may arise out of this
recommendation shall lie before the customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal
in accordance with the relevant provisions ofthe Act.

ant Swa

Designated Authority
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